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EPA Worried About Move

Government Preparing To
End Ceiling On Gas Prices

RETIRING TEACHERS — Three teachers who are retiring from the Murray Independent System were recently
presented silver trays by school board member M. H. Ryan (second from left). The retiring teachers are Jane Fitch,
Maxine Ryan and Pauline McCoy. Left to right are Fitch, Ryan, board member Melissa Easley, Ryan, McCoy and Supt.
Robert Glin Jeffrey.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

Sanitation Customers Asked To
Comply With Refuse Regulations
Problems faced by workers in the
Murray Sanitation Department were
outlined today by Supt. Jerry Wallace
In an appeal to local customers to help
the system in an economy drive.
very
are
Most
citizens
cooperative," Wallace said, but added
that "over-filling of cans is a big
problem."
Wallace said that with the
cooperation of local citizens, the
sanitation department can forestall the
addition of another crew to pick up
refuse.
"The adding of another crew would
be an expensive item and a blow to our
operational budget," Wallace said.
The sanitation superintendent
stressed that if the customers of the
system would abide by the regulations

for trash and garbage collections the
system could better serve its customers
and could more easily maintain its
regular pickup schedules.
Wallace pointed out that the demand
on the system has increased
dramatically over the past few years
but that by streamlining the system's
operations, the department has not had
to increase manpower.
The rules and regulations governing
trash and garbage pickup for
residential customers, under ordinances adopted by the Murray
Common Council, are:
"1. All containers shall be placed at
the back wall of the dwelling and at the
driveway end of house. Containers shall
be of metal or plastic cans of not less
than 20 gallon or more than 32 gallons

Murray Man And
Hardin Man Die
In Auto Wrecks
Two local men died in separate
traffic accidents overnight in Western
Kentucky.
Elmer Dillon, 37, of Murray, was
dead on arrival late Monday night at
Jennie Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville
after he was thrown from a vehicle in a
crash on KY 107 about four miles north
of Hopkinsville. State police said he
suffered head, face and chest injuries.
Tommie Darnell, 36, of near the Olive
community in Marshall County, was
killed about 2 a.m. today in a wreck on
U.S. 68 about one half mile wain of
Palma in Marshill County. State Police
said the vehicle ran off the rood and
struck a lime.
Dillon was a passenger In it. M74model cat driven by Gordon L. Fuller,
48, Hopkinsville.
Fuller is in serious condition at
Hopkinsville County Hospital in
Madisonville with neck and internal
injuries, state police said.
State police said the accident occured

when Fuller, traveling south, apparently left the road, went across the
highway on the west side, causing him
to lose control. The car hit a bridge
abutment, rammed into a bank and
flipped over, state police said.
Dillon was thrown from the vehicle.
He was dead on arrival at Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
State police said personnel with
Christian County Rescue Squad freed
Fuller-who was pinned underneath his
vehicle.
Services for Dillon are set 10 a.m.
Thursday at Max Churchill Funeral
Home in Murray with burial in Lone
Oak Cemetery in Calloway County.
He is survived by his father, Daniel
Dillon, Dexter, two daughters, Theresa
Dillon and Lisa Dillon, Route 8,
Murray, a sister Mrs. John (011ie Mae)
Lane, ,Route 8, Murray, and two
brothers, John Dillon of Dexter and
George Dillon, Hamlin.
Friends may call at the funeral home
after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

inside today.
One Section — 12 Pages
He's a good man whose goodness is part of himself,says
M. C Garrott of Joe Tom Erwin, the retiring sports information director at Murray State. Garrott writes about
the "retirement party" for Joe Tom in today's Garrott's
Galley7See Page 4.

showers likely
Cloudy with showers and
thundershowers likely tonight
and Wednesday. Lows tonight In
the upper 60s. Highs Wednesday
in the low 80s.
Thursday through Sattirday: A
chance of showers and thundershowers each day during the
period. Early morning lows will
be ii the upper 50s to mid 60s.
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capacity. Containers shall have a
handle on each side, and water-tight
lids that are kept intacelit all times. No
collection will be made where rain
water or snow and ice are allowed to
collect in containers. (The Murray
Sanitation System will not be responsible for breakage of plastic cans. I
"2 All household type of refuse must
be in approved containers, except that
newspapers, cardboard, or shrubbery
trimmings may be in plastice bags,
tubs, or securely tied bundles. Bundles
shall not exceed 48 inches in length and
30 inches in any other dimension; only
two extra bundles or bags will be
collected each week and must be placed
et street side on day of collection.
"3. Wet garbage must be drained
and wrapped in paper. Garbage or
trash will not be collected if frozen
containers or if containers are frozen to
the ground.(Garbage will not freeze to
containers if properly drained and
wrapped.)
"4. Containers shall not be overfilled
so that the contents fall out when
handled. The Murray Sanitation
System will not be responsible- for
refuse being strewn for any reason over
which they have no control.
"5. Not more than a total of 96 gallons
of refuse in specified containers will be
collected from a residence during a
weekly pickup, unless an application
and fee for a special pickup has been
processed.
"6. Any container that is in violation
of these regulations shall be tagged to
describe the type of violation. The
householder' will be given a week to
make necessary corrections in order to
receive continued collection service.
"7. There will be no collection of
stumps, tree logs, building materials,
furniture, appliances, broken concrete,
scrap metal, or any other large or
foreign materials.
"8. All containers must be placed
outside of fenced areas which are
locked, and if placed inside locked
fenced areas, they must be immediately adjacent to a gate.
"9. Sanitation personnel are not
allowed to enter private dwelling to
pick up material, therefore, all
material to be collected must be in an
outside area on collection days."

WASHINGTON (AP) — As the
Energy Department prepares to end
ceilings on the retail price of gasoline,
the Environmental Protection Agency
says-it is worried the move might increase the cost of unleaded gas .and
prompt motorists to use the dirtier
leaded fuel.
Energy Department spokesman Jim
Bishop said Monday night the
deregulation proposal is expected to be
sent to Congress shortly — "as soon as
the regulations are prepared" — but no
date has been set.
Under law, both the Senate and House
must block the move within 15 working
days or it automatically goes into effect.
The ceilings, a vestige of the 1973
Arab oil embargo, have been felt unnecessary by the Energy Department,
especially with gasoline now abundant.
The department says it does not anticipate an immediate across-the-board
price increase because most current
prices already are well below the cutoff
point.
But the EPA and a Ralph Nader
consumer group, the Center for Auto
Safety, believe deregulation could
make more difficult their efforts to
convince motorists to use unleaded
gasoline.

Late-model autos. require unleaded
fuel, but motorists have been known to
illegally alter the car so unleaded gas
can be used.
Critics of the deregulation plan say
the cost of unleaded gasoline might go
up because it is close to the ceiling price
right now, while leaded gas would
remain the same, causing the gap
between the two to widen.
Ben Jackson, an assistant EPA administrator of enforcement, and
Clarence Ditlow, of the Nader group,
said if the gap increases it might lead to
further illegal fuel switching.
EPA studies show about 10 percent of
the motorists with cars requiring
unleaded gas use the leaded variety
because of cost savings. A recent
American Automobile Association

study said that the average price Of
unleaded gasoline was nearly 4 cents
higher than leaded regular. Other
surveys showed the difference in some
areas was much as 9 cents a gallon.
"We really don't know which way it
would go and nobody has done a
detailed analysis to conclude exactly
what will happen," said Jackson.
Dillow, in a letter to Energy
Secretary James R. Schlesinger,
criticized the decision to proceed with
deregulation without further environmental impact studies.
Bishop said the Energy Department
conducted an internal "environmental
assessment- and concluded that no
further impact study was necessary.
The government for some time has
toyed with lifting the gas price ceiling.

Racking Horse Championships Scheduled
The Kentucky State Racking Horse
championships, sponsored by the KenTenn Racking Horse Association, will
be held Saturday, June 10 at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road.
This year's show will be the fifth
annual "championship" of the breed
and entries will compete in 17- racking

horse classes.
Horses from five states have been
entered in the competition and the 1976
*odd champion,Sueset Jubilee, owned
by Harley Taylor of Cullman, Ala., will
be on exhibition.
The show will begin at 6 p.m. and
admission is $2 with children age six
and under admitted free.

Advisers Want $4.5 Billion
Lopped Off Carter's Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's advisers want another $4.5
billion lopped off the administration's
tax cut plan as the price Americans
must pay for further trimming of the
planned budget deficit.
Administration sources, who asked
not to be identified, said the advisers
want the proposed 1979 tax cut held to
about $15 billion, down from a compromise $19.4 billion. Carter originally
wanted a nearly $24 billion reduction.
The sources said some of Carter's
advisers want to cut an additional $3
billion to $5 billion from the 1979 deficit
to demonstrate the administration's
commitment to curbing inflation. The
deficit now is projected at between $54
billion and $55 billion.
The action is in response to
widespread criticism from Congress
and elsewhere that huge federal budget
deficits are a major cause of the
nation's inflation, which has been
worsening in recent months.
A cut in the deficit of $3 billion to $5
billion is considered important for
psychological reasons because it would
reduce the 1979 deficit below that of
1978, which is now projected at $53
With the economy in its fourth year of
recovery after the 1974 recession,
economists term as worrisome a deficit
larger in 1979 than in 1978.
"They want it to be smaller. I
wouldn't be surprised if the administration did not oppose another
reduction in the tax cut to get it there,"
said one administration source, who did
not want to be identified.
Chairman G. William Miller of the
Federal Reserve Board has repeatedly
urged the administration to reduce the
1979 deficit to below $50 billion. He has
said the administration needs to reduce
the deficit to help control inflation.
Miller also said last week that even

projected 1979 spending.
though the administration has trimmed
One veteran budget planner was
the proposed tax cut once, from $25
quoted as saying the budget may be the
billion to $19.4 billion, any tax out at all
"tightest ever seen," pointing out that
may be inappropriate in the current
most of the $40 billion increase would go
situation.
for things over which the adPrice statistics last week showed
ministration has little or no control,
inflation has been running at above 10
such as Social Security, welfare and '
percent in the past few months.
defense spending.
Economists both in and out of governThe administration is expected to
ment are beginning to worry that a new
announce next month that the governrecession may be inevitable as early as
ment is underspending its 1978 budget
next year if inflation isn't brought
by $2 billion to $3 billion, which would
under better control.
make the overall shortfall in governThe administration source, who
ment spending near $20 billion.
predicted Carter may agree to yet a
_However, receipts are expected to be
smaller tax reduction, said that may be
lower than originally estimated, so the
the only way to reduce the deficit
overall deficit would remain the same
because it will be difficult to reduce
at about $53 billion.
actual spending for the 1979 fiscal year,
which begins on Oct. 1.
Rather than formally announcing
another reduction in the proposed cut,
this source predicted that the administration may quietly tell Congress that it
would agree to the new cut and let
Congress do the actual cutting.
PADUCAH—Jury empaneling was
It is unclear how Congress would
react to that approach, but it is evident complete and testimony was expected
there is general sympathy on Capitol to begin today in the federal trail of G.
Hill for holding down the deficit and re- T. Brandon, charged in a grand•jury
indictment of allegedly altering
ducing tax cuts.
automobile odometers to increase the
But the source said Treasury
sales value of cars.
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and
Brandon, affiliated with Brandon
James T. McIntyre, director of the
Brothers Used Cars of Murray,is one of
Office of Management and Budget, are
five area car dealers expected to go on
looking for ways to reduce 1979 spentrail in U. S. District Court here.
ding without additional trimming of the
The original federal indictments,
tax cut.
handed down earlier this year, charged
He said Carter has told them to go
Brandon with multiple counts of
ahead "if it can be done."
allegedly disconnecting, re-setting or
But he also said that Carter will make
altering odometers. Murray used
a major push to hold spending to the
cardealer James "Jiggs" Lassiter, Bill
bone in fiscal 1980, the year for which
Crouse and J. T. Todd were also inbudget planning is now under way.
dicted in federal court earlier this year,
He said Carter had set a tentative
along with three Paducah used car
goal for budget deficit of between $35
dealers.
billion and $40 billion in 1980, with
U. S. District Judge Edward Johnspending hitting about $540 billion, up
stone is presiding today.
$40 billion, or about 6 percent, above

Murray Car Dealer
On Trial Today
In Federal Court

Hubbard's Posture With
Interest Groups Changes
By DAVID WALKER
In 1977 Democratic U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, Jr., became more conservative, more supportive of farmers
and less supportive of Big Labor,
recently released special interest group
ratings show.
Rep. Hubbard, a Mayfield Democrat
serving his second term in Congress,
decreased his positive rating with the
liberal Americans for Demcieratic
Action from 25 percent In 1976 to 13
percent' in 1977 and increased his
positive rating with the comservative
Americans for Constitutional Action
from 52 percent in 1976 to 65 percent in
1977.
The largest Increase in his support
for a special interest group was that for
fanners. The National Farmers'Union
gave Hubbard a positive rating of 75
percent in 1977 eensus a positive rating
of 56 percent in 1976. However, that 1977
positive rating is still below his high of a

positive rating of 82 percent in 1975.
Big labor's Committee on Political
Education measured a decrease of
Hubbard's support from 65 percent in
1976.to 52 percent in 1977.
A review of the special interest group
ratings shows the late Rep. Frank A.
Stubblefield, who Rep. Hubbard
defeated in 1974 by a small margin, was
more comservative, more supportive of
farmers and less supportive of Big
Labor than Rep. Hubbard. Rep.
Stubblifield's ratings from 1972-W14 are
the basis for that coinparison.
Fortner Rep. Stubblefield in that
three-year-period averaged .11_ pOsithte
rating of 12 percent with ADA, 62
'percent *Rh ACA,72-Pireint irithNre
and 52 percent with COPE.
Rep. Hubbard from 1975-1977
averaged a positive rating of 27 percent
with ADA, 59 percent with ACA, 71
perp
ce;it with, NFU and 57 percent with
co

.-0911WPOR

NEED UNE DONAtION — The Rev. Robert Brockhoif,left, treasurer of
the Need line service program in Murray, accepts a donation Of S100 from
Betty Lou Hill right, treasurer of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club. Rev. Brnrkhoff, treasurer, the Rev. Or. David C. Roos, chairman of the board, and Lucile Ward, esecutive director, expressed ap;
preciation for the donation to the service organization.
Staff Photo by Rick On
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Wedding Planned

CALENDAR
Tuesday, hue.
Wednesday, June 7
Movie and field trip on life
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls history of the Golden-cheeked
will meet at seven p.m. at the Warbler will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Masonic Hall.
Lakes, at three p.m.

Thursday, June 8
Nutrition program
at
Douglas Center will feature
bingo at 11:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and sing-a-long at 12:30
p.m.

Vacation Bible School
teachers and workers of First
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
United Methodist Church will will meet at the Lynn Grove
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Skating Rink at one p.m.
Crocheting and finishing
Murray TOPS Club will patch work pillows will be
meet at the Health Center at held.
seven p.m.
Thursday, June 8
Ellis
Center will be open
Wednesday, June 7
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Hazel Senior Citizens will
activities by the Senior
meet at the Hazel Community
Citizens.
Center at twelve noon for a
congregate meal and craft
New Concord-Hamlin Senior
lesson.
Citizens will meet at 11:30
a.m. for lunch at ParLs Landing State' Park. A TeinonBowling Ear(=kr _Citizens atration an macrame °wig will
will be a Corvette Lanes at
be given. Bobby Nancy will
1:30 p.m.
speak on insurance.
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Wednesday Special:

Chicken Fry
Steak Meal
Including our garden-fresh salad

$2.29
With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack!

sTocKAINE
Bel-Air Center

Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist program from nine
a.m. to noon at Center Station,
and "Era of Iron Revisited" at
Center Furnace at two p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Church Women
will meet at the home of
Margaret Nell Boyd with the
program by Nealie Wells and
Bible study by Sonja Speight.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet_ at the
Triangle Inn ,at six p.m.
Dexter Homemakers- Club
will meet at the Dexter Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Chapter No 92 of
royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Miss Luanne Holland Brown

Friday, June 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck
luncheon at twelve noon at the
new Murray-Calloway County
Park.

. How To Select
A Family Dentist
Finding good dental dare is
not soniething to be done
casually.
The key to the most successful dental care is having
a family dentist with a sincere
interest in his patients' general health, as well as their
oral health.
The dentist in general
practice is fully qualified to
provide all routine care, and
when specialized treatment is
needed, he can. provide referrals.
Yoq may want to consider
several dentists before selecting one for regular care. Good
referral sources, according to
a booklet recently Published
by the American Dental
Association, include friends,
neighbors, co-workers, hospitals with accredited dental
service, the faculty of local
dentaL schools, the ADA
Directory, your family physician or your pharmacist.
• On a first visit you'll want
to notice whether or not the
dentist, his office and staff
are neat, clean and orderly.
How convenient are the dentist's location and office
schedule? Is he prevention
oriented? Does he use X-raya
in diagnosis?
Never hesitate to ask about
fees. The dentist should be
willing to discuss fees and payment plans before treetment.
• The benefit of spending
time in selecting a dentist will
be a doctor-patient relationship founded on mutual trust
and respect.
More information on the
subject is included in the
booklet How to Become a
Wise Dental Consumer. Feor a
free copy write the American
Dental Association, Dept. P,
211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago,
nt. 60611.

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Luanne
Holland Brown to Matthew Cross Patterson IV,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew Cross Patterson, Jr., of St. Louis, Mo.,has been
announced by her mother, Mrs. Robert Earl Brown of Murray.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Robert Earl Brown.
Miss Brown,granddaughter of Mrs. Oscar Hunter Holland of
Murray, is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and a 1976
Persons interested in the graduate
of Murray State University -with a Bachelor of Arts
Teen Age Volunteer program degree in marketing.
at the Murray-Calloway
While at Murray State, she was president of Sigma Sigma
County Hospital are asked to Sigma social
sorority and a member of "Who's Who Among
meet at the hospital lobby at Students
In American Universities and Colleges. Most recenone p.m.
tly she has been employed by Stewart Dry Goods Department
Store in Louisville as an assistant buyer.
Family carnpout of the First
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Baptist Church will be held at
Cross Patterson, Sr., of Grosse Pointe Park, Mich., and Mrs.
Camp Ehergy in the Land
Arthur Pitcher of St. Clair Shores, Mich.
Between the Lakes today and
He is a 1972 graduate of Grosse Pointe North High School,
tomorrow.
and a 1976 graduate of Taylor University in Upland, Ind., with
a Bachelor of Arts degree in business and economics. He is
currently employed by Gant Shirtmakers, Inc., as a sales
representative responsible for the states of Michigan and Indiana.
KY—Gov.
FRANKFORT
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July =,at two
inviting
Carroll
is
Julian
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. A recepKentucky's senior citizens - to
tion will follow-at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Only out of town invitations are being sent, and all friends - "The Great Gospel Sing,"
Students from forty-seven
with three of the country's
and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the recepstates, plus the District of
finest musical groups.
tion.
Columbia, other than from
The program will begin at
Illinois were among some
1:30 p.m. Sunday, June 11, at
4,300 candidates for degrees at
the
Kentucky
State
Southern Illinois University,
Fairgrounds in Louisville.
year
Carbondale's 104th
Admission and parking are
spring commencement
free as long as seats are
exercises in May.
available. The Governor also
They included two persons
is making arrangements for
form Murray who are James
Gamma Chapter of Delta Sick to Get Better".
free refreshments.
Hostesses for the meeting
Southard Larson, 1310 Diuguid Kappa Gamma met at the
Headlining the show is-the
Road, Murray, and Harland Murray Woman's Club House, were Pauline McCoy, 14aise
Happy Goodman Family from
Lee Taylor, 1811 Wiswell for the final meeting of the Overby, Louise Swannolda
Madisonville, one of the top
Road, Murray, both Doctor of club year with Joyce Fortin, Waters, Venda Gibson, and
gospel groups in the world.
Philosophy degrees.
president, presiding. Betty Eva Ross
Also appearing will be Teddy
Others attending were:
X highlight of ceremonies at Rogers,
chairman
of
Huffam
and - ther- Gems of
the SIU Arena was the award initiation, and her committee Ruth Ann Harrell, Ruth
of an honorary Doctor of conducted an initiation ser- Tucker, Laura Jennings, Richmond, Va., and the
Klaudt Indian Family from
Music degree to Marjorie vice for five new members: Evelyn Kesterson, Johnna
the Dakota Badlands.
Lawrence,
former
in- Terry Herndon, Mayfield, Puttoff, Joe Nell Rayburn,Sue
The Goodman Family plays
ternational 'epera celebrity Ruby Hobbs, Cunningham, Roberts, Imogene Heath,
200 concert dates a year,
who founded the Marjorie Freida McClay, Fulton, Katie Doran, Mary Smith,
many of them in the nation's
Lawrence Opera Theater at Margaret Perry, Fulton, and Lula Belle Hodges, Itertie
largest arenas where they
SIU at Carbondale.
Margaret McCuiston, Murray. Howton, Frances Mattarazzo,
command top ticket prices. In
Outgoing officers installed Roberta Whitnah, Clara
1968 they won the Grammy for
new officers for the 1978-80 Eagle, Carolyn Sullivan,
WHAT'S A SERVING
the
best gospel presentation.
What's considered a serving term who are: President, Thelma Thomas, Mary
They also have won awards
of ice cream' It's one-half Dorothy Spahr, Mayfield; Lassiter, Ruth Lassiter,
from the .Gospel Music
cup. Regular vapila ice first vice-president, Dr. Alta Mavis McCamish, Pauline
association. The Goodmans
aream, the most popular type, Presson, Murray; second Waggener,
Katherine
have
recorded nearly a score
rings the bell at ap- vice-president, Venda Gibson, Williamson, Imogene Monroe,
of albums, with sales in the
proximately 128 calories.
Murray; recording secretary, Augusta Merryman, Evelyn
millions.
Joan
Bra wly,
Clinton; Allbritten, Lorene Swann
Teddy Huffam and the
corresponding secretarr Ruby Suffill, Mary Alice
Gems,
a vocal quartet backed
Merrie Virginia McIntosh, Humphries, Katy Shaw,
by piano, bass guitar and
Margaret Rudd, Sue Fairless,
Mayfield.
Rubie Smith gave the In- Sue Morris, Katherine Moore, drums, have been together for
Bradley, Wilna eight years. They first gained
vocation, Mrs. Fortin con- Evelyn
ducted the business meeting Wilson, Dulcie Douglass, Jo national attention in 1973 when
and introduced guests: Mrs. Anna Rowland, Patti Bolin, they won an annual talent
Dick Usher, Dorothy Whipple, Nina Tuggle, Irene Johnson, contest at the Shenandoah
and Mary Jane Minto, Carolyn Sparks, Judy Mull, Valley Gospel Sing in Richmond. Va. Like the Goodrecipient
of
Gamma's Georgia Admas, Mary Ryan,
Mary
Recruitment Grant.
Sue
McKendree. mans, the Gems have a
Miss Smith, chairman of Charlene Curd, Maria J. recording contract with
professional affairs, in- Watts, Ann Thompson, Bertie Canaan Records of Waco,
troduced the speaker. Dr. Ashbrook, Ruby ashbrook, Texas.
The Klaudt Indian Family
Dick Usher, from the College Mary Dierstock, and Alberta
inclues
"Dad," R.H. Klaudt, a
of Human Development and Chapman.
Learning, Murray State
Girls just completing the junior and senior years at Murray
University. His talk was enHigh and Calloway County High School are invited to become
titled "You Don't Have to Be
contestants in the 1978 Calloway County Fair Queen contest to
Carolyn Caldwell Is
be held Friday evening, July 7, at Lovett auditorium.
Limited

-11

Ken
Miss Debbie Filbeck
and Edmund West Pritchard, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Wayne Filbeck of Benton Route Three
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debbie, to Edmund West Pritchard, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund West Pritchard, Sr., of Hardin Route One.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Marshall County High School
in the class of 1978.
Mr. Pritchard, Jr., a 1976 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is employed by the General Tire and Rubber Company.
Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 1, at seven
p.m. at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
located on the Marshall-Calloway County line. Formal invitations have been sent to out of town guests only, and all
friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception to follow at the church.

Gospel Sing Planned
For Senior Citizens

Murrayans et
Degrees, SIU

Dr. Dick Usher Speaks
At Gamma Meeting
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.PAUL WINSLOVPS
— Complete Service kit.—
Olympic Plazah N. 12th, Murray, Ky. 159-1636
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Father's Day

1-Shirts
Etc.
1117 Olive

Mon.-Sat.10:00 a.rn.-6:00
(Family Owned
and Operated)
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A supernova, a cataclysmic
Stellar explosion in which a
star sends most of its material
into space, is as bright
as 10 to 100 million suns.

1-Shirt

MISS CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIN QUEEN BITS

Golf Medalist At Oaks
Carolyn Caldwell was
medalist for the ladies day
golf held Wednesday, May 31.
at the Oaks Country Club,
according to the hostess,
Mabel Rogers.
Others named were Wanda
Brown, first flight; Doris
Rose, second flight; Pat
Winchester, third flight; Essie
Caldwell, low putts.
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Special

Qua/atity
Days
FREE
F"
"lancing, 1 roar
in Your
Nome
Warranty

Give

ToniteIl
Bargain Nita

makes television special again
Console Color

P.T. Barnum opened a circus
in 1871 known as "the Greatest
Show on Earth."

German-Russian immigrant
who lived near the Fort
Berthold, North Dakota
his
and
reservation,
wife, Lillian Little Soldier
full-blooded
Klaudt,
a
American Indian of ArickaraMandan descent. Joining their
parents are sons Vernon,
Melvin, Raymond and Kenneth. plus the "Fourth
Generation" band, which
includes two grandchildren.
They wear Indian costumes
for their preformances and
have recorded a dozen
albums.
The Great Gospel Sing is
sponsored by Accent on the
Elderly, a leisure enrichment
program 'operated through the
Center for Aging services in
the Department for Human
Resources. It is supported by
a 850,000 grant from the
Governor's contingency fund.

Quasar
25"
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right, Chery'
Mary MO_T4

it South
This form find a picture tblllfold size) should
alled or
brought to Mary Argi Russel 1503 Sycamore, no later than.
June 15. figures will be'returned. Before the end of school,
Galloway County High girls may give picture and form to Jane
Sisk; Murray High girls to Bally Crass or Mary Ann Russell. • •••
The first 25 entrants will be acqrpted. For further information, call Mrs. Russell at 753-0332 or Mrs. Sisk at 753689.
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TWIRLERS IN younger age group in the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant were left to
fight Cheryl Herndon, Alison Leslie, Gidget Vaughn, Kelly Berry, Melissa Adams, and

_ __Mary_Ann_TQ&I,

LOCAL. TWIRLERS in the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant were, left to right, Michelle
Spann, Lisa Robinson, Lisa Cunningham, Mitzi Boggess, Angel Adams, and Gina Herndon.

PARTICIPATING IN the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant
were kneeling, Buffy Stokes, standing, left to right, Kay
Farley, Beth Williamson, and Tina Baker.
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The second annual Miss
Kentucky Lakeland Majorette
Pageant and Open Twirling
Festival was held recently at
the Southwest Elementary
School, Murray, with over 200
twirlers and their families
from eight states present.
Host for the event was the
Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy. the National Baton
Twirling Association was
cosponsor with the Kentucky
Rebeletts Booster Club. of
Murray.
Highlights throughout the
twriling day were the
exhibition of several national
champions who were in
Murray to compete. The
Questidore Drill Team from
South Haven Miss., performed
a twenty minutes show routine
Saturday morning on their
way to Land between the
Lakes.
On hand as one of the six
.nationally know judges was
Miss Nancy" Ustein, the 1977
Miss Majorette of America
; and professional model. Five
•• other highly recognized NBTA
judges from out of state were
here to rule over t_pageant
and opentwirling gestival.
Winners of the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Majorette
Pageant were announced by
the contest director, Sandy
Coleman. Buffy Stokes, Miss
Majorette of the South and

Kathy Luber, Miss Murray
State, were hostesses for the
event, and presented each
winner with a banner and
bouquet of spring flowers and
the four rwmersups with a
trophy. Mrs. Sue Spann,
president of the booster club,
was in charge of the accounting for the event.
Local pageant winners were
as follows:
Carol Spann, fourteen year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann, and ,a fourth
year twirler of the local
twirling academy, captured
the Miss Kentucky Lakeland
Majorette title in the Beginner
H to 14 division by placing
first in beauty and fancy strut
and eighth in solo.

Teresa Storey, the ten year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Storey, was presented
a large trophy by the
hostesses for winning third
rwinerup in the beginning 7 to
10 pageant.
Other local twirlers placing
in the Beginner 7 to 10 division
were Mel Jackson, sixth over
all; Michelle Spann, seventh;
Tina Cooper, eighth; Tina
Baker, ninth; Shelly Howell,
tenth.
Miss Kathy Luber, a
sophomore ail Murray State
and the reigning Miss Murray
State, won second runnerup
honors in the advanced 15 to 20
division.
Twelve twirling and dance
twirl teams performed before

the open contest began. Four
teams were from Lexington,
Versailes, and Paris under the
direction of Leigh Jeffcoat,
instructor. Four teams were
from Paris, Tenn., directed by
Gail Mahan. The four local
teams competing were under
the direction of instructor,
Sandy Coleman.
The Kentucky Sunshine, a
six member twirling team
with ages ranging from seven
to twelve won the second place
team trophy in their division.
The Kentucky All Stars won
the third place trophy in their
team division. This twirling
team is composed of six
members, ages six to nine
years.
The first year twirling team,
Kentucky Strutters, placed
second in their team division.
Five members make up the
team with ages ranging from
ten to twelve.
Winning the first place
trophy for their twirling team
was
the
Kentucky
Sweethearts. Nine members
make up this first year team
with ages from six to nine.
The Sandy's Angels Trio
consisting of Gina Herndon,

Tina Cooper,: " and Angel
Adams, won second place in
the trio division. Placing third
in the same division was the
Kentucky Tiny Tot Trio
members—Pam "Bucy, Amy
Parker, and Tracey Humphrey. Their ages are three,
foittand five.
Murray twirlers winning
trophies in the open competition were:
Angel Adams, trio, three
instate solo, two duet, five
fancy strut; Melissa Adams,
team, nine modeling; Tina
Baker, two instate solo; Mitzi
'Boggess, three fancy strut;
Lisa Cunningham, six instate
solo, six solo, six fancy strut,
six modeling; Leisa Copo,
team five modeling; Tona
Camp, team, nine modeling;
Shannon Contri, team, four
duet, five basic strut, seven
military; Dana Cunningham,
team, eight military, four
duet; Tina Cooper, two trio;
Vicki Edwards, team, seven
modeling, five military;
Shelly Foust, team, two basic
strut; Gina Herndon, two duet,
two trio; Cheryl Herndon,
team, five basic strut; Shelly
Howell, team, nine modeling,

six military; Beth Ann Leslie,
team three basic; Mel
Jackson, one instate solo; Lisa
Robinson, three instate solo,
four basic strut;Carol Spann,
three solo, two instate solo,
one military, one fancy strut;
Michelle Spann, three solo,
sevne modeling, one fancy
strut; Lisa Shoemaker, two
military, team; Teresa
nine
military;
Storey,
Shannon Wrye,ten modeling.
Local twirlers won over
seventy trophies for the day's
competition.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Jerry Barrett of
Murray has been dismissed
from, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

BLUSHING BUTTERMILK
Like a quick pick-me-up
that's not sweet? That would
be Blushing Buttermilk: mix
one-half cup of chilled tomato
juice with one-half cup of cold
buttermilk in a glass. Stir in
one-half teaspoon salt for
seasoning.

TAKING PART in The Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant
are, left to right, Vicki Edwards, Beth Ann Leslie, Michelle
Marine, and Tammy Markle.
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AMONG THOSE participating in the Miss Kentucky
Lakeland Pageant were, left to right, front row, Dana
Cunningham,Shelly Foust, back row, Shannon Wrye, and
Shannon Contri.
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Kentucky Rebelettes Booster Club
wish to express their appreciation to the following merchants for their support in helping
,
make the Second Miss Kentucky Lakeland Majorette Pageant a success.

Peoples Bank
DeVanti's
Majestic Steak House
Roller Sakting of Murray
Shirley's Florist
The Green Door
Key Kars, Inc.
Bruce's Top Shop
Murray Appliance Center
Settle-Workman
Twin Lakes
Security Federal
Wallis Drug Co.
Corn-Austin Co.
The Step Ladder
The Showcase
The Triangle
Lad and Lassie
641 Shell
Beach & Marble
The Bit K
Tucker T.V.
Harper's Grocery
Lovett Bros. Gull
Artcraft Photography
Ryans Shoe Store
Pagliai's
Jody & Shere'e
Rev Camp Ditching
Vaughn Plumping
Jerry's Restaurant

•

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Murray Plaza Court
Buck's Body Shop
Creative Printers
Sue-Z-Q's Beauty Shop
Holland Drug Co.
Thurman Furniture
Furches Jewilry
Jeffreys
Jerry Bolls, Ins.
Old Carriage House
Storey's Food Giant
Kings Den
Shoemaker Seed Co.
Blalock-Coleman
Butler Grain Bins
Bank of Murray
David King Asso.
Murray Warehouse Corp.
Hutson's Ag Service
Earth Movers
Sammons Bakery
Eniz Interiors
The Youth Shop
Parker Ford
Ledger & Times
Murray Furniture Mart
J & B Music Center- —
Holiday Inn
Littleton's
Burger Queen

rr ni
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NElikjDON
NAMED AS Miss Junior Kentucky Lakeland Majorette at
the recent Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant was Carol
Spann, daughter of Mi. and Mrs. toe Hal Spann.

IN KANSAS
* THOUSANDS & THOUSANDS
OF YARDS
* ALSO INCLUDES NELLY
DON SAMPLE CUTS FROM
MANY FAMOUS MILLS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

TO CELEBRATE THIS
TREMENDOUS PURCHASE
WE ARE
OFFERING
NELL Y DON
IS A LARGE
APPAREL
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
WITH
NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION
& NATIONAL
ADVERTISING

ALL
PATTERNS

ON ALL
NELLY DON

WOVENS • KNITS
25% OFF
ENTIRE STORE

KENTUCKY TINY Tot Trio members in the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Pageant were, left to right, Tracey Humphreys, Amy Parker, and Pam &KY.

ALL NEEDLE
WOMAN
FABRICS

NOT JUST A FEW SELECTED
ITEMS ON SALE THAT MAY
NOT FIT YOUR PRESENT
NEEDS—BUTVE ARE SRING EVERY ITEM IN OUR
STORE AT 25% OFF OUR
REGULAR LOW PRICES

EVERY NOTION ITEM.
Ali PATTERNS, EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC.
NO EXCEPTIONS!
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Opinion Page

Looking Back

The Russians have been putting on their uglier face lately
in Africa and-in Moscow.
But that mustn't keep us
feom realizing that the main
foreign policy problem of our
time is how to keep the two
• great nuclear superpowers —
ourselves and the Russians —
from blowing up the world,
In Africa the Russians -ant
their Cuban allies evidently encouraged the disaffected
Katangese gendarmes to invade their former homeland
now called Shaba province)
and attempt to wTest it from
Zairean control.
The invastion failed, courtesy
of the Fred-eh Foreign Legion
and the Belgian army, with
some logistic help from Uncle
Sam.
But the point is that the
Katangese would probably
have invaded whether they had
Russian and Cuban help or not.
Africa is a continent in turbulence. Detente never meant
that the Russians, with their
revolutionary mystique and
'their tradition of fishing in
troubled waters, would not seek
to evangelize the Third World.

Agree Or Not

But the Russians are not
going to make themselves
popular in Africa by gunrunning and helping Africans kill
other Africans. And, given the
Russian clumsiness,,what they
do in Africa and what we do in
Africa to counter them is not
likely to make much difference
in the end.
In Moscow,the Russian
posed a hard sentence on yuri
Orlov, the dissident physicist,
whose crime was criticizing the
government. It was the kind of
sentence for the kind of crime
that would have been handled
in exactly the same way by the
czars.
We must continue to protest
violations of human rights in
Moscow and elsewhere, but
without much realistic hope of
changing matters for the better
in the Soviet Union in the near
future.
Meanwhile, SALT, the
Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks, must continue. We must
strive for a treaty, not as a
reward to the Russians for good
behavior, but because it is in
our interest, their interest and
the world's interest.

"Our,friend , J. B. Curd, dropped in
yesterday to see us. Mr'. Curd is 86
years old, and does not wear glasses.
• His voice is just as strong as a 213 year
old," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

•
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Deaths reported include Mrs.
Mildred elkins, age 95, Luther Rhoades,
age 56, and Mrs. Flora Hamilton, age
90.
Miss Hazel Tarry has accepted a
teaching position with Murray

Army Specialist Second Class
William A. Wilson recently participated
in the Armed Forces Day ceremonies
with the 61,3th Field Artillery Battalion
in Bambery, Germany.
Dwain Taylor, president of the Hazel
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, will receive the
Kentucky Farmer Degree at the state
convention being held at Louisville.
Gerald Owen, Bill Wilson, and James
Dale Erwin are also attending.
Franklin Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Shroat, has been initiated into Rho

PRzEzit4s10 ja's
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Paul B. Gholson was elected
secretary-treasurer and George Hart
was reelected first vice-president of the
Kentucky Lake Association at the
meeting held June 4 at Gilbertsville.
H. Glenn Doran was elected as
chairman and treasurer of the
Calloway County 4-H Club Council.
Will Frank Steely will receive his

Pms
Garrott's,Galley

B.v M.C.Garrott

Chi Society of the University of Tennessee School of Pharmacy. He is a
.
junior there.
Births reported incrude a boy, Charlie
Linn, to Mr. and Mrs. Author Graves
Ferguson on May 26, and a boy, Walter
Lee, to -Mr. and Mrs.Joe Mal-Overcast—
on May 28.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Brent Langston
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of thier daughter,
Janice Carolyn, to James L. Baker,son
of Mrs. Nellie H. Baker and the late
Salin Baker of Midway.
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Low Down

the depths of a lawn chair.- "There
won't be a quail around here for 10
years after that racket!"
Within minutes the woods surrounding his and the other cottages nearby
were alive with cars and people, and
the look of surprise on Joe's face was
genuine as he stood there, hands on
hips, in his faded denim shirt and
tattered shorts and with his toes
gripping the edge of the porch while his
freinds streamed in to greet him.
++++++
Minutes later a table had been set and
the food put out. There wasn't much left
some time late* when different ones
came forward to recall some humorous
incident in which they and Joe had been
involved or to tell a story or two on him
as they, one by one, presented the gifts
— among which were a Coleman stove,
sleeping bag,lantern, ice chest, hunting
knives, cooking utensils, everything for
camping.
As the sun disappeared behind the
trees to the west darkness cloaked the
lake and the woods, things were just
getting going at the cottage. Even the
Supreme Court would not permit a
detailed report of the stories told and
the experiences before the last guest
left in the wee hours of the next morning.
We'll long remember Joe's
retirement party, which we think was
just what he wanted — one with his
friends around him in the familiar
surroundings of his favorite place on
earth and with him dressed for the
ultimate in comfort.
There'll never be another like him.
He's a good man whose goodness is part
of himself.
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

Congress'Actions

O.,

•
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and injustice. It removes the source of
embarrassment...
"I might be tempted to say that this is
a bill whose time has come, if it were
not already so painfully overdue. I want
to put my colleagues on notice that I do
not raise this issue idly. It will not fade
away,at least not as long as I am in the
Senate to advance it.
"I hope it will win passage through
normal means, but should it become
bogged down in committee, or fail to be
called up expeditiously, I will not
hesitate to offer all or parts of it as
amendments to relevant legislative
'Simple equity and fairness demand
passage of this legislation. It is ,time
that we in Congress begin to. live the
some rules we have set for others, We
should no longer allow such a double

CRUMP'S(MASS
ROOTS COMMENT'
S.3086 is long overdue It's time
.congress joined other Americans in
abiding by the flood of regulations
spawned by these legislative Acts

- ,.•sawasewitaneut

Master of Arts, and Jean Crawford,
Dan Hutson, and George E. Jones
will
receive their Bachelor's degrees from
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Ninety-five members of the CallowayHomemakers Clubs modeled their
handmade cotton dresses on June 3 at
the revue held at the Murray High
School.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre in
"You Were Meant For Me" starring
Jeanne Crain and Dan Dailey.
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Today
In History

A Friend Whose Goodness
Is Part OfHimselfRetires

When Joe Tom Erwin, the only ful171% session.
time sports publicist Murray State has
++++++
had, told us more than a year ago that
At precisely that moment and a
quarter of a mile away,Leroy Eldridge
he planned to retire at the end of the
1977-78 school year, he emphatically
and Frank Fazi had arrived al a
designated place on the road to head off
emphasized that he didn't want any
"mushy retirement party" put on for
and hold up all the others so all could
him.
come to the cottage in a horn-blowing
Jame E. Pepper Warehouse lease in
convoy to surprise Joe.
"I just want to walk out one day and
Lexington. The state nisi negotiate° a
that
let
be
Frank and Leroy also had the food —
it,"
said.
he
"Then
going
I'm
lesse without advertising for bids, and
to hunt, fish, garden, bird watch, sit on
barbecue, corn beef, baked beans,
the price of the lease was.outrageous in
the porch of my cabin overlooking
vinegar slaw, relish plates, the works —
the eyes of the taxpayers.
Kentucky
Lake, travel and do a bit of
the type of spread men like to graze
His next major problem arose over
free-lance writing — if I feel like it."
over: In Chad Stewart's little pickup
the co.roversial plan to let a group of
The year passed all too swiftly.
were the gifts — 15 pieces of camping
local financiers and builders construct
Suddenly,
Joe's
gear
June
to equip Joe for his planned
30
retirement
date
library
building here for the state
a
was almost upon us.
travels to the Canadian Rockies,
with a lease agreement which would
Talking with him about it one day, he
Alaska and the good-Lord-and-Joeamortize the cost for the builders in less
said,"Do you know what I would really
only-knows-where.
than five years. The state would have
like? I would like for you, Dwain, Barry
John Lyon, the former public incontinued to pay rent on the building.
and Danny to come to the cottage some
formation man over between the lakes
Both of these leases were cancelled
afternoon after work. We'll cook some
and now the TVA legislative liaison
by the governor after they were
steaks, sit on the porch and just shoot
man at the Knoxville headquarters,
revealed by the news media
the bull. That's all the 'retirement'
was the first to arrive. Within an hour,
Next year is a gubernatorial election
party I want."
they were all there.
year, and these things in the Carroll
"Great!" we said, "But this time
++++4+
adrninSistration certainly will be issues
we'll bring the food, bake the potatoes
Back on the porch, it was apin the campaign.
and cook the steaks. You won't have to
proaching 6 p. m., and, although he
The 1980 legislature will deal with use
do a thing." Many is the tizne he had
didn't say anything at the time, Joe was
of state planes and other facilities.
done that for us, as only he can do it.
thinking it was getting time to start the
Every governor gets his lumps
"Okay," he agreed,"but this I've got to
charcoal if we were going to cook
somewhere along the line, but some get
see." Thursday, June 1 was the date
steaks. later, he recalled, "I thought,
into more trouble than others.
set.
'Well, they're going to cook 'em. I guess
theyll start when they're ready.' So, I
++++++
Now, Joe, a bachelor, generally does
didn't say anything."
what he wants in a quiet way convinces
Right on the stroke of 6, though, the
folks to do things his way or for him, but
late evening stillness of the deep woods
the four of us — Dwain is in publicity,
was shattered by the 'blasts from a
Bari-Y.is our photographer, and Danny
score of horns. Here came the others,
is our radio-television man — knew full
up the steep road leading to the cottage
well his retirement party would have to
in a noisy procession.
be more than that. So, we planned and
"What in the hell is going on?" Joe
put together a surprise party for him.
exclaimed, struggling to his feet from
This was early in May.
Ronnie Babb, one of Joe's hunting
companions, his brother, Squire Billy
Erwin and a couple of his other cronies
By JIM'4:rump
were contacted. Together, we worked
up a list of about 40 of Joe's closest
friends and invited them. Contributions
to a gift fund flowed in like a flood. I
have never participated in anything in
which it was so easy to raise money.
Several gave well above the agreedupon amount, reflecting their affection
for big, gentle, lovable Joe.
SENATOR PATRICK J. LEAKY
++++++
(Vt.) "...It is regrettable that a list of
IASI Thursday, the day of the party,
some ,.of the Congress' greatest
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Joe, Dwain, Barry, Danny and I, left
achievements in this country is also a
Editorials, columns and other
work about an hour early and went to
source of embarrrassrnent and inopinionated articles on this page are
his lake cottage at Pine Bluff Shores,
justice with regard to the Congress.
presented for the purpose of
taking with us what appeared to be all
The Civil Rights Act of 1964.
providing ,..a forum for the free
the ihgredients for a steak dinner, even
The Equal Employment Opportunity
exchange of differing opin iens.
down to a bag of charcoal.
Act of 1972.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Kenneth Owens and his boys, Jerry
The Equal Pay Act.
Times strongly believe that to limit
and David, had helped, fixing us up
The Fair Labor Relations Act.
opinionated articles to only those
with cheese dips, mixed nuts, stuff like
The Freedom of Information Act.
which parrallel the editorial
that, plus some potatoes and the meat.
The Social Security Act.
philosophy of this newspaper would
Our "steaks" were nothing more than a
The Privacy Act.
be a disservice to our readers.
pile of scraps, fat and bones packaged
"Collectively, these laws spell out
Therefore, we encourage reastera
and penciled with a "814.95" price.
civil, social, physical, and financial
who do not agree with an editori'il
This Joe carsfully put into his
rights and standards for all American stand or the ideas presented by an
refrigerator before disappearing into
almost. It is that "almost" that is the
indii;idual writer in asfolumn or
the bedroom "to put on something more
source of the embarrassment and inother article, to respondiwith thir
comfortable." Moments later, he wa
justice.
•'
feelings .on the particular islues
back — barefooted,ina pair of tattered
"The problem is that in acting these
. being disolssed with talelletlattt__ shorts and vdth a. faded denim lrt
• measures Ginfirts3
editor.
hanging loose.
what is good and fair for the country is
By the same token. if an issue has
Then we settled down on the Long,
not necessarily good and fair tor
not been discussed on this page and
shaded porch for sorrie serious bull
Congress. In each instance, Congress.
a reader feels that the IIISUP merits
shooting. About 5 p.m., Joe noted that it
specifically 'wrote itself out of the
the attention of the general public,
took potatoes about an hour to bake and
leg elation.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
suggested that we get ours started. He
—the purpose of the bill I am inan authored article on whatever that
and I washed, wrapped them In
troducing today S3006) is Simple. It
topic might be.
aluminum foil and put 'em in the oven.
removes the congressional exemption
Therieback to the porch and the bull
from each of the nine laws.. It rights
••••••••••

•
•

30 Years Ago

Hs S.C.% an Curial

•...........[•••••••••••••••••••••--.•••••

University School starting with the
summer session.
Jane Ann Nall of Mayfield was
champion of the first George Hart
Memorial Ladies Invitational Golf
Tournament held at the Calloway
County Country Club on June 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Cleveland
Wilson of Paris, Term., announce the
engagement
and
approaching
marriage to their daughter, Rue Jean,
to Ralph Gene McCutcheon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Daron Ewell McCutcheon,
also of Paris, Tenn.

20 Years Ago

Governors CalledTo Task Often
FRANKFORT — The present furor
over the governor's use of state airplanes for members of his family
brtngs to mind the fact that every
governor in the last 24 years has been
called to task for his actions.
In his second term Gov. A. B.
f Happy Chandler had his problems
with the legislature when major factions of Democrat legislators formed a
coalition against him on many important measures brought up at the
nine.
He was criticized for leasing some
state boat docks to some of his political
friends and his administration was
attacked for getting food from
LaGrange for the governor's and
lieutenant governor's mansions. This
was the procedure the state used for
buying the food at that time and continued until the Breathitt administration when a bill was passed to
set up a food account in the finance
department for the two homes and
appropriations were made.
Gov. Bert T. Combs followed
Chandler and the big scandal of his
administration was the controversial
truck deal. The State Highway
Department purchased a number of
used trucks, some in deplorable condition. It turned out that the state paid
the exact price for the trucks that would
net a mortgage at a bank in Louisville
for a Louisville automobile firm.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt had no
full blown scandal during his term, but
his big cross to bear was that he failed
to make political decisions in his first
hag of his term, and his supporters
were complaining. He just didn't like to
say no to friends, and consequently
people expected favors that were never
delivered.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, the first
Republican governor in 24 years, had a
very hard time over patronage. The
personnel manager in the highway
,department fired a large number of
highway employes that were under the
rnerit system that had been installed
during Gov. Bert T. Combs' adniinistration
Cases went to court and many employes were reinstated with back pay,
and this cost the states large amount of
money. If there •were a redeeming
feature of this particular political
battle, it was that the merit system was
firmly established,
While there was no scandal about
airplanes in Nunn's administration, one
newspaper reporter at the Capitol had
as his assignment the job of reporting
every trip that Nunn made on a state
plane.
-Governor Wendell Ford's problem, if
he really had one, was his deals with
erieadein-lottiag some,stare contracts
mthant tildiAind the purchase of land
Omit was lour turned over_ to an
()eterisboro gun club 'for 81 a year
rental. However. Ford took his lumps
without complaining and nothing ever
materialized to cause a scandal.
Carroll's problems began early after
the first year of his elected term.
First there was the controversial

HOA

10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

The Ugly Russian

•

^We

*By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 6, the 157th
day of 1978. There are 208 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, Allied forces
landed on the Normandy beaches of
France. It was Dday of World War- II.
On this date:
In 1660, the Peace of Copenhagen
ended war between Sweden and Denmark and opened the Baltic -to _foreign
warships.
In 1755, American patriot Nathan
Hale was born in Coventry, Conn.
In 1871, Alsace was annexed to
Germany after 'the French were
defeated in the Franco-Prussian War.
In 1942, the U.S. aircraft carrier
Yorktown was sunk in World War U's
Battle of Midway.
In 1966, the first black admitted to the
University. of Mississippi, James
Meredith, was slightly wounded by a
gunman as Meredith marched along a
highway in Mississippi to protest racial
discrimination.
In 1973, West Germany completed
ratification of a treaty to normalize
relations with Communist East Germany.
Ten years ago: Sen. Robert Kennedy
died after being shot while at a hotel in
Los Angeles, and 24-year-old Sirhan
Sh an was charged as the assassin.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon named former Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird as his chief
domestic adviser in an effort to shore
up the Nixon administration during the
Watergate crisis.
One year ago: Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II inaugurated a weeklong
celebration of the silver jubilee of her
reign by lighting a great bonfire on a
hill near Windsor Castle.
.
Today's birthdays: The exiled
Tibetan leader, the Dalai Lama, is 43
years old. U.S. Comptroller General
Elmer Staats is 64.
Thought for today: Never tell the
truth to people who are not wothy of it
-- Mark Twain, American humorist,
1835-1910.

Bit)le'Thought
And (God) said, my presence shall
go with thee, and I will give thee
rest. Exodus 31:14
The only true reit this world will
ever experience iv the rest of one who
is in the hand of God and under
total control
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Here's How

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Be Sure To Leave Instructions

• 'th the

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
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spouts yourself. Modern connectors make the job much easGutters and downspouts are
ier than it was years ago.
essential in getting rid of the
Baked-tin finishes Oh certain
water that falls on your house.
materials eliminate the need
While wide overhangs, used on
for painting every few years.
certain types of houses under
One of these materials, alumicertain types of conditions, are
num, can be cut with a hacksometimes sufficient to handle saw and tin snips. A manufacthis necessary task, most turer of home improvement
houses benefit from the gutter-, products, Hunter Douglas, estidownspout method of rain dis- mates that one downspout
posal.
should be used for each 772
Gutters are available in gal- square feet of roof area and
vanized steel, aluminum, vinyl, one gutter length for each 10stainless steel, copper and vari- foot section of roof line. It is
ous other materials. Wood gut- necessary that the gutter be
ters, once so prevalent, are sloped slightly when hung. The
seen these days mostly on old downspout end of the new guthouses and where special ef- ter should be one inch lower
fects are sought by the archi- than level for every 30 feet of
tects or builders. The absence gutter.
of a rain-carrying system often
results in leaky foundations,
Do most of the measuring
continuous dampness, ruined , and connecting on the ground.
shrubbery, and stained patios To attach gutter sections and
and walks. Gutters also protect corners, use a slip joint conpersons entering and leaving nector and sealant. Or notch,
the house from walking under seal and pop-rivet. You can
the water dripping from the puiphase a otter section with
roof during a rainy period.
an "outlet tube already asWhere there is no stich.-6ys- •sernbled for attaching the
tern or when the existing mate- downspout. The gutter is atrials have passed the stage of tached first, using an alumirepair, a considerable sum of num spike and driving it
money can be saved by in- through the gutter and into the
stalling the gutters and down- end of the roof rafter. Nail it to
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

deck
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ROUGH-SAWN CEDAR GIVES this home a rustic look,
wall of glass allows for panoramic viewing. A two-story and its
living'
dining room extends the full width of the house.
There are two
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bedrooms upstairs. Plan HA1043G has 1,368 square feet on the
first floor and 673 on the second. For more informatiou
write
architect Carl Gaiser — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — at 25600 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Mich.. 48075.

ESP is a double entendre. ene vapor barrier. Utilizing
Parapsychologists interpret the energy conservation
it as "extra sensory percep- techniques of window size
tion." Builders define it as and location, the windows
"energy saying package." on the north are small and
"1 -'ugh they can't see it, on the south large.
All are Andersen Penna.
people in the market for a
home these days demand the
Narroline doubletuing'units with doublelatter definition.
A recently built home in pane insulating glass and
East Greenwich, Rhode Is- combination storm winWHOI
land,is a case in point. Out- dows. Besides excellent pro:
wardly, it appears conven- tection against excessive
—
A
tional with its seven rooms, heat, loss through the glass
two baths, two fireplaces, area provided by the triple
two-car garage and auxili- 'glazing system and superior
ary oil-fired water heater.' protection m&inst heat robBetween the exterior and the bing air infiTtihtion, Permainterior, howel -?r, is what is Shield Narroline units offer
described as the most ad- traditional appearance withThe non polluting way to rid
vanced weather protection out traditional bother. .
yourself of pesky bugs. Will
Additional energy conseravailable from current technot harm birds or wildlife.
vation comes from the southnology.
The energy, savings pack.- ern roof overhang which proGET THE BUGS pUT •
age consists of insulation tects the large window -irea
III RID -0- RAY OF YOUR LIFE .
throughout the house against on the southern side from ,?x600
edict, heat and humidity.
•
Seven inches of fiber glass
insulation were installed
under the floor in the living
area. Six inches of insulaBy VIVIAN BROWN
tion are in the walls and
AP Newsfeatures
packed around window and
Keeping the do-it-yourselfer
SHOPPE
door framing. The attic has busy may be a pcoblern this
season. He may want to do an
12 inches of insulation. •
Olympic Plaza, Marra', Ky.
Before the interior walls expensive job the family can't
753-4156
•1917 Cttanng‘orr Prockcts 0....S.Or or Fiestoor Foocts Co
were put up,the entire house afford, and you don't want the.
was wrapped in a polyethyl- debt hanging over your head.
Little things, not so costly,
may capture his imagination, if
you don't give him ,a list that's
overwhelming. Suggesting one
project at a time is a better
idea for the average home
handyman.
Here are some suggestions
If you don't have enclosures
around radiators, perhaps you
By ANDY LANG
could improve the look of a livAP Newsfeatures
ing room by having some built.
Q. — There are some oil
A seat at a bay window
stains On our concrete drive"OPEN TILL 8:00 PM"
Might supply a much needed
way. I have tried to remove
storage area below a hinged lid
them by flushing with a garden
that can be opened. Or you can
hose, but it has had no effect.
*DECORATING
load it with plants for a greenIs there some way these stains
house look.
can be removed?
Do you need shelves in
A. There are various kind
Pastels, Earth-Tones
clothes closets? How about
of absorbents that can be left
kitchen
shelves?
on such stains for a day or two,
Best-Sellers in 1979
A built-in wall in a large
then swept up after they ,beWe Offer Over 21 Years
come heavy with the oil. Howbathroom can house a recessed
ever, this sometimes does not
laundry hamper, storage for
Of Decorating Service to You
work on stains that are very
hygienic supplies, extra soap
4
old. If you decide to try it, use
owelsv.ering
and
viatlico
Portland cement as an absorbWalloovering Fixtures
s can bring a
lift to a tired room, and it ent or buy one of the products
big
Flooring Paint
can be an inexpensive decora- made especially for this purpose. When stains are very old,
tive asset if you do it yourself.
Carpet
How about building a piece of try scrubbing them with a mixfurniture? Many books tell how ture of trisodium phosphate and
"Remember our paint and wallpaper sale"
to make attractive tables and water according to the direcRegular $4.95 prepasted paper
the like for use indoors and out- tions on the container. Rinse
doors. One book even has pat- thoroughly with clear water
$400
terns that might be taken to This is a treatment that may
Now
per single strippable roll
lumber yards for pre-cutting. have to be repeated several
An experienced do-it-yoursefer times.
may have his own ideas about
Q. — I read that mortgage
designs.
2 Gal 1268
A small brick barbecue unit loans made by the Federal
should not be expensive and Housing Administration now,
Latex Exterior
may serve a much needed pur- carry an interest rate of IN
pose outdoors for many months percent, but the story didn't
of the year. Choose the right say anything about the size of
s.11
spot for it so that it is con- down payments or how high the
veniently located near house loans can be. Can you help me?
A. — Presumably, you mean
and patio.
Bushes and trees may be one mortgage loans guaranteed by
way to brighten your surround- the FHA.flither than made by
ings at minimum cost -- you that agency. On a mortgage of
might save $15 on a bush -- if that type, the down payment
can be as low as 3 percent of
you do your own,planting.
•
Digging your own post holes the first $25,000 and 5 percent
for rail fences, carting your on the remainder. The FHA
own rocks for rock walls can now underwrites mortgage
loans for as much as $60,000
make your grounds neater.
(If
How about a dog run' It may
Q. — Most stories about fixprie to be a solution to prob-
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"Light House Keeper's House". You've been waiting
for this one! Absolutely the MOST charming house!
Panoramic view to the lake on 3 sides from kno11-2
bedrooms,2 bath,2 fireplaces...Catheral ceiling...First
time on the market.

A small package of superlatives.. Super location, well
maintained, easy living...All wrapped up in this neat 3
bedroom home. Priced in the low 820's.

FIREPLACE

Here's the Answer ft]

Bel-Air Decor

South 12th Street — Ph.753-3642

*

Custom
Drapes

20%

Aero
Drapes
"Nationwide
Draperies"

°mums
REFINISHING It CUSTOM BUNT FURNITURE
(.us torn Built f&Jc rir hire

• Iggarr

Decor Blinds

off
%tail
Pries

743-111111
71.3-0111
,710-11111
3119111

sits

AWN,.

1Faucet leaks, drain stoppages, plumbing noises and
pipe repairs are among thu
subjects in Andy Lang's booklet, "Simple Plumbing Repairs," available be sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general ilereet . will be answered in the coTurim,but
vidual vorrespondents- cannot
be undertaken

BUILDERS

1\'

We have a
BUILDERS
PLAN
That Will

+twit4mA:rt.

IC) /18 r

▪

--•••••.•••:

lots:
Lots suited for business just North of Murray..110 x
180.
Several lots in Lake Forest area...82,100 up.
•
Lots in Marshall Co.,200 x 250...Highway frontage.
Desirable location in Gittesbrough...1M x 200.

•
.A.,a'* 753-1492,
atieli 1200 Sycamore

t

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales it Service
&41N.753-4478

•

Brick and alurr.!num building suitable for body shop,
small factory or retail service business...5 stalls and
office space. Located in one of the fastest growing
areas in the county.

Live here and look down on the world...Three bedroom
ranch high on a hill with magnificent panoramic view.
Sunken fireplace in family room, fireplace in galley
kitchen, formal dining room, 3 baths All this on approximately 9 acres.

You Money!!

Repairs
Sffird Of0,
4% itordwore
Also
Custom bluff K.Ithen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Coft nets o New Face
vv,thou,porrog Them Out

Excellent opportunity for the business man or investor.
Tune-up shop with two apartments upstairs. Shop
could easily be converted into additional apartments or
office space.

ing faucet leaks refer to cornpression faucets. One of the
faucets in our house is a Fuller
Faucet. How is a leak stopped
in that kind of faucet? Our
house is more than 50 years
old.
A. — Remove the faucet body
and take out the spindle. Then
remove the ball from in back of
the faucet. Replace the ball
with a new one, since a wornout ball is the usual cause of _a
leak.

SAVE

kettorshingd

Woven Woods

A case of the "Quiets",..You will love this one. Located
on 2 lots in Keniana Subdivision. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
screened in porch. Let us show you this one today. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at 753-1492 or 753-2249.

Suggestions For Do-It-Yourselfers
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Conventional Looking House
Packaged As Energy Saver

Guess Who's Not Coming
To Dinner?

the 157th
• ys left in

Families leaving their homes,
children and pets to the care of
a house sitter when they go on
every other rafter, one each
vacation may be so concerned
side of each corner and two on
in leaving menu lists and ineach end section, approximatestructions about house care and
ly 32" or 16" apart in colder
telephone calls, they may forregions.
get to tell them how the house
Place strap hangers 64"
runs.
apart or less. Each strap is
For example, one sitter had a
placed under a roof shingle and
three-pa
ge typewritten instrucnailed to the roof with an
tion sheet about how to care for
aluminum nail. Fascia hangers
Fido and the children menuare nailed directly to the fascia
wise, but when she had an
board and the gutter is
overflow in a clogged dish"dropped" in and locked into
washer she did not know how to
place with a connecting strap.
turn off the main water control.
Nail fascia hangers to rafter
Another family forgot to
ends every 64" or less. To conleave the name of their pediatnect the downspout, lay out elrician who served the children,
bow and pipe bands. The first
age 8 to 5. In summer it seems
section, a downspout or elbow,
everything goes smoothly, but
is connected to the outlet tube
the parents forgot about poison
in the gutter. Hold this in place
ivy and bare feet on broken
and drill holes for the rivets.
glass.
Connect all other pieces of
Sitters should have a comthe downspout system Install_
plete rundown on how the house
rivets when necessary. Fasten
works and how to cope when
the downspout to the wall with
something goes wrong.
Pipe bands and aluminum nails
They should know how to
and screws. Use elbows and
work any new appliance that
splash' blocks to carry rain wa.
might not be understood —. 1111ter away from the foundation.
cr°wave
oven, self-cleaning
_range and any of the new food
IDO--it4otirieliers will fi-nci— processors. In addition to havmuch valuable information in
ing these appliances used propAndy Lang's handbook, •'Pracerly, the family will not have
heal Home Repairs," available
big repair bills on its return.
by sending $1.50 to this paper
Booby traps in the home that
at Box 5, Teaneck, N. J. 07666.)
can cause injury, such as problem windows that slam shut,
soot-laden fireplaces, loose cellar stair treads or wobbly bannisters, should have attention
called to them.
How about flooding? If the
basement fills with water, who
will pump it out? Also, strangers should be warned not to
cessive heat gain when the walk into the water because ef
sun is high in summer. Dur- the danger of electrocution.
Where is the smoke alarm loing the colder months when
the sun is lower,the windows cated? Is it working, and has it
On the southern side act as been checked to see if it needs
battery replacement? List
passive solar collectors by aphone
numbers of
allowing the warmth gener- and fire departmentsthe— police
paste
ated from the sun to enter the these emergency numbers on
indoors. .
the phones in the house.
The solar collectors ocAn added list of names and
cupy half the roof on the telephone numbers of neighsouthern side of the house. hors, friends and family memHeated air from the collec- bers who might respond in a
tors is stored in a rock bin in crisis should be given.
A list of food stores that will
the lower level. When need- provide
quality food at good
ed,.the. hermostat moves prices
might be a good addition
warm
r from storage to the list.
through° t the house.
- If the sitter can use your car,
Rhode Island Land Com- where can it be serviced or repany, which sponsored the paired in the event of an accihouse in conjunction with dent? Also make sure the insurthe American Wood Coun- ance policy is in a handy place.
How can you be contacted?
cil, estimates the solar sysYour itinerary should be left at
tem should pPovide as much
as half the home's heating hand, particularly if you are on
a cruise or traveling by car.
requirements.
hotel stops should toe
listed. If you cannot be more
specific you should telephone
frequently until you are surer
of your destination.
At one apartment where she
lems with neighbors over dog
had been highly recommended
trespassing. Small dogs can be
by a well-regarded employment,
maintained in a run that does
agency, one nurse was amazed
not require expensive Mateby "trusting parents."
rials. Big dogs may need chain
"When I arrived they handed
link fencing with metal stanme their 10-week-old baby,
chions and a gate, but with the
mentioned when she was to be
handyman's own labor, the cost
fed and then flew out the door
can be kept down.

with their baggage, saying they
were late for their plane.
"Inside I found a key to the
front door, baby bottles, feed-

torett:ijoii:753-61-3-79 'tidy ir-ihn'ston-4374
- 4
-44 —
Helen 5pann-7534579
Bill Payne-753-9794
Brenda Jones-753-8668 (Arida Smith-753-1499
Amos McCarty:753-2249
▪
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Sonics And Bullets To Collide
For NBA Title Wednesday
* SEATTLE AP) — It's a
Seattle
the
situation
SuperSonics have faced before
Basketball
National
in
Association playoffs — being
crushed by a foe on the road

and needing a win at home to
come back.
They were in a position to
oust the 1977 NBA champion
Portland Trail Blazers from
the playoffs on April 30 in the
Portland Coliseum, but lost by
24 points.
They could've finished off
Denver in Game 5 of the
semifinals in Denver on May
14 — but the Sonics were never
in it and trailed by as much as
18 points in that game.
In the case of Portland and
In the opening game of the Denver, the Sonics returned
girls softball season the Nats home and played nearoutslugged the Aces by a flawless ball to win the NBA
score of 13-9. Laurie Morgan Western Division crown.
and Lisp Out14114hered
On Sunday, the Sonia; were
pitching for the winners. beaten badly by Washington,
Morgan struck out one and 117-82, to .tie the series. The
walked one while Outland best-of-seven championship
walked one. Natalie Garfield series is down to the final
and Allison Marshall were game, Wednesday night.
the plate.
three for four
The Sonics consider. SunHome runs for the winners day's embarrassment a
were provided by Morgan and temporary setback, like 24Mary Lindsay.
hour flu, that will go away.
Jeanette Cooper gave up one
"We'll have the advantage
walk for the Aces. Lissa playing at home," said Sonics
Adams was two for two at the Coach Lenny Wilkens. "And
plate and Nene Underhill was you can be sure we'll play
three for three. Sue Nall and better than we played Sunday.
Stacy Curd were three for iota That was the worst game
at bat. Jeanette Cooper. we've played in a long time
Meleah Paschall and Nall hit and it's not going to happen
home runs for the Aces.
again. We had nothing, but we
In the second game the Mets were so bad, it's easy to snap
outscored the Nuggets with out of a game like that."
the help of an 11-run third
"They've still got to win one
inning. Beth Taylor, the more," said Sonics forward
winning pitcher, gave up one Paul Silas. "And ain't no way
walk. Samar Mahfoud hit a in hell they're going to do
home run. Taylor, Karen that."
Brandon and Teresa • Dick
But Washington forward
were three for four at the Elvin Hayes noted the Bullets'
plate. LaDonna Jones • was big win might have a lingering
three for three and JoBeth effect.
Oakley was two for two.
''Maybe we needed this to
Carol Garner pitched for the bring out what kind of team
Nuggets and also hit a home we are," Hayes said. "In any
run. Claudia Billington, Lynn case, they'll have to think
Cothran and Carol Garner ?bout it. They'll have to think
were two for three at bat.
about a lot of things."

Nats Win
Softball
Opener

ALL MEN'S DIAMOND RINGS

Bullets Coach Dick Motta
went into Sunday's game with
a last-minute change that
helped — a lineup of one guard
and four front-courtmen. It
was a move of neceistty
Kevin
guard
because
Gravey's sprained wrist.
The strategy confounded the
Sonics, who shot 33.7 percent
and were outrebourided 69-49.
"We had used that alignment during the regular
season," said Motta. "But we
didn't practice it for this
series. We decided to go with it

at the last minute, because
Gravey had spent some time
in the hospital and his arm
was so stiff. We hadn't
practiced it before, but we will
on Tuesday — and will
probably mess it up."
Motta could afford to joke.
His Bullets were flying.
"That's the real Bullets,"
Motta said. "We played like
that against San Antonio and
Philadelphia i in earlier
playoff rounds) and I was
wondering when we'd get
another good one."

hiSox Stone Say's He Has No
Sympathy For Other Pitehers
By BARRY WILNER
Baltimore's • Jiin Palmer
Seattle broke a seven-game
discouraging, but I'll just keep
The pitching fraternity is pitching and hope things turn winless skein and handed the had his consecutive scoreless
supposed to be a close-knit around."
Yankees their sixth loss in inning streak stopped at 30
group, with even opposing
seven games. Ruppert Jones when California scored in the
A's 9, Red Sox 7
hurlers feeling sympathy for
Oakland built an 8-1 lead, and Juan Bernhardt had three third.
counterparts who are per- then withstood Boston's hits apiece and Lee Stanton
forming well but have little to furious rally behind' homers hpmered for Seattle, while
show for it.
by Jim Rice, Carlton Fisk and New York's Paul Blair and
But don't tell that to Steve Butch Hobson before 36,463 Thurman Munson slammed
Stone of the Chicago White fans on half-price night.
home runs.
Sox.
Wayne Gross contributed a
Orioles 6, Angels 2
The Cubs beat the A's 17-3 in
tie- Little League action at the
"I don't have a drop of double and two singles to a 13Murray's
Eddie
sympathy," said Stone after hit attack for the A's while breaking homer in the 10th Murray-Calloway
Park
he outdueled Rick Waits of Rice, who had hit a homer in inning started a four-run Monday night.
Cleveland in Chicago's 2-0 the last seven games, slam- uprising by the Orioles. A twoThe winning pitcher for the
victory over the Indians med his 19th, tops in the out error in the ninth inning by Cubs was Tom Whitlow and
Monday night. Waits has lost majors.
Billy Smith allowed California the losing pitcher for the A's
his last four starts although he ' Mariners 7, Yankees 3
was Harry Weatherly.
to tie the game.
has hurled six-hitters in three
of them, including Monday's
loss to Stone, who surrendered
just three singles.
"I've lost my share of wellpitched games, too, so I can't'
feel for what happened to
him."
Chicago Manager Bob
Lemon, a former star pitcher
with the Cleveland Indians,
was a bit kinder to Waits.
-They both had command of
their stuff, they're goo41
breaking ball pitchers and
they stfowed it tonight."
Stone, 6-3, struck out six and
walked six and never allowed
an Indian runner past second
base as the White Sox won for
the eighth time in the last nine
games.
"I had pretty good stuff
after the early innings," said
Stone. ''I struggled for awhile
but suddenly it was there."
Waits was annoyed at giving
up Bill Nahorocilny's two-run
double in the fourth inning.
''When I have stuff like that,
I should throw a shutout," he
"The Boss"saves you trips to the store.
noted. "The ball Nahorodny
hit may have been a little up
but it looked like he golfed it
and it seemed to have overspin. Those are a little

Cubs Beat A's In
Little League Play

PORTS
No Americans Seeded
In British Amateur
At the opening day Monday
TROON, Scotland (AP) —
45 of the 79 strong
when
decade
a
in
For the first time
the seeding list for the 1978 American contingent played,
British Amatuer golf cham- 13 advanced to the second
pionship has no American in it round and the remaining 34
and Frank Strafaci blames it are scheduled to tee off
on the lure of the U.S. pro Tuesday on Troon's 7,064yard, par-72 links.
circuit.
"There is too much chasing
Leading Monday's winners
after money," said Strafed, into the secOnd round was Jim
the ebullient and happy little Gabrielsen, the 36-year-old
May-for-fan golfer— -Tram— -former Walker Cup player.
Miami. "They get their from Atlanta, who was losing
college scholarships and finalist in the 1974 chaminunediatly afterwards go for pionship.
the money. It is going to reach
Gabrielsen
drew
Ed
saturation point soon. The Andlage from Miami and won
Jimk Nleklausas, J9hany, handily 5 and 3 after going 4Millers and Gary Players up by the 12th, halving the
don't grow on trees and before next two and winning with a
long there will be too many par-4 on the 15th.
pros of middling technique
Unfortunately for him he is
cluttering up the scene.
"Golf is a'game for fun and in the same quarter of the
it is a pity to see all the good draw with Peter McEvoy, the
amatuers going for the titleholder and top seed.
McEvoy, an Anglo-Scot, was
money."
Strafaci makes his point by in devastating form in beating
his record. He is 62, this is his Joe Faison, a chemitt from
26th British Amateur, he has Huntsville, Ala., who came
only once got as far as the last into the draw as an alternate
16 and the British Amateur after McEvoy's scheduled
scene would not be the same opponent scratched. McEvoy
won 6 and 5.
without him.
••Pi.C.-00a..••

DOSI" sit TOACICIMARAS Of

DALLAS (AP) — The Oct.
21 Arkansas-Texas football
game at Austin will be
televised once again, an ABC
spokesman says.
Donn Herrnstein, ABC's
coordinator of college football,
said Monday that the 1978
the
between
contest
Razaorbacks and Longhorns
would be televised, but that no
decision had been reached as
to whether it would be shown
nationally or regionally.
Arkansas is the hottest
team in the country for TV
purposes," Berrnstein said
during the American football
Coaches Association golf
cited
He
tournament.
Arkansas' Orange Bowl upset
of Oklahoma, its returning
nucleus and the charisma of
Coach Lou Holtz as reasons
for the Hogs' TV pulling
power.
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"The Boss"-lets you bring home two
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
bottle
•
''The Boss"saves you store space.
Bringing home"The Boss means
you'll use up less-room in your
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
takeSITOTOSS-spaCe than five cans or
two quart bottles.
The Boss- saves that Pepsi-Cola
, sparkle.
The resealable cap on"The Boss"
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh for as long
as you need them
"The Boss'...Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.
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Game Set For TV

MOW

Basketball Camp
Slated At Calloway
Boys interested in learning the fundamentals of basketball
phis vire for trophies are invited to the oponiag session of
Calloway County Basketball Camp Monday.
Open to boys in grades 4-9, the camp will operate at Calloway
County High.
Callowey County High School basketball coach Clayton
Hargrove, who is heeding up the camp, said today that even
though boys haven't pre-registered, they can come to comp
Monday.
Hargrove said the camp will operate each day from 9 a.m, to
noon. Other well-known instructors in addition to Hargrove Gad
his staff are expected to teach the fundamentals of basketball
to young players.
Trophies and other prizes will go to youngsters in each age
group, Hargrove saki.

Seat
St. L.
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Seaver Returns To Form, Beats
St. Louis For 5th Straight Win

Tennis Association
Schedules Clinics

The Murray Tennis Association will hold its second anSan Francisco in the NL West. game for arguing a fourth ball
nual
junior tennis clinic the weeks of June 19-23 and June
The Giants held onto first call.
26-30.
place by a half-game over the
Braves 8, Pirates
The clinic is free of charge to all interested persons let-'
Reds after a 4-3 loss to the
Rookie
catcher
Dale
ween the ages of 8-10.
Philadelphia Phillies.
Murphy broke a tie in the
Persons interested in participating in the clinic should
Meta 9, Dodgers 8
ninth with a grand slam home
complete the form below and mail it to Mrs. Lanette Hunt.
Bill Russell's wild throw on run to boost Atlanta over
1707 College Farm Road, Murray, Ky., by June 17.
Doug Flynn's grounder with Pittsburgh. Murphy's dive
N. T. A. Junior Tennis Clinic
two Outs in the ninth inning into the left field seats, his
enabled Tim Fob to score the third homer this season, came
NAME
winning run as New York beat with none out off reliever Kent
Los Angeles.
Tekulve.
ADDRESS
PRONE
The Mets scored three tithes
Expos 4, Padres 3
in the ninth off the third
Andre Dawson hit a two-run
PARENTS ON GUARDIAN
Dodger pitcher, loser Terry homer in the second inning
Forster.
and later scored the go-ahead
TENNIS EXPERIENCE:
Phlllies 4, Giants 3
run in the seventh to pace
Rookie Jim Morrison hit a Montreal over San Diego.
BEGINNER
INTERMEDIATE
two-run homer in the eighth Winner Rudy May scattered
inning and Bob Boone followed nine hits before needing lastWith a pinch-hit shot to rout inning relief help from Mike_
and
Vida
Blue
give Garman.
Philadelphia its victory over
San Francisco.
Several present or former Edwardsville campus of SIU.
Blue had pitched a twomembers of The Murray Running from Murray will he
hitter until the eighth and led
Marathoners ran in the 7th Dr. Ron Wuest (181.1)r. Achim
2-1 in the -nationally televised
Annual Marathon-Maraton in Lanning (48), and Cindy
game before the Phillies
Terre Haude, Indiana on Easley, Murray State Student.
scored three runs with no out
The marathon will be on June
Saturday, June 3.
and assumed a 4-2 lead en
Camile Baker, a 1977 MSU 25th.
route to their fourth straight
Kerry Thompson, son of Mr. graduate, and no: of
triumph.
and Mrs. David Thompson of Owensboro, claimed 4th place
Cubs 2, Astros 1
Murray, has been awarded a among the more than 25
Ivan DeJesus' bases-loaded football scholarship at Har- women entrants in this
most
single in the ninth inning ding College, Searcy Ark.
gruelin of distance races. She
scored Steve Ontiveros frollirt- Harding- is a four-year, ran a new persOnal best
time
third base as Chicago beat liberal arts Christian college of three hours, fifteen
By The Associated Press
Houston.
and a member of the Arkansas minutea,-. and thirty-one TENNIS
DeJesus' hit came off Intercollegiate
Conference. seconds.
PARIS - Defending
reliever Joe Sambito after
ite-entering
inSince
More than 1100 men and champion Guillermo Vitas
home plate umpire Dutch tercollegiate competition in women, boys and girls started • whipped American Arthur
Rennert had ejected starter 1969, the . Bisons have the race. Baker's overall Ashe
64-tia-raove-into
Mark Lemongello froth the represented the AIC as co- finishing place was 218th.
the quarterfinals of the
champions by appearing in , Kevin Perryman led the ;400,000 French Open tennis
two bowl games. In 1972 they Murray contingent with a 3:07 tournament.
played in the Cowboy Bowl in and a 145th place. Perryman,
Dick Stockton also moved
Lawton, Okla. and in the San of Merrilville, Indiana, is also into the eight-man quarterJacincto Shrine Bowl in a '77 MSU graduate.
final with a 7-5, 6-1, 6-3 victory
By The Associated Press
San Diego at Montreal,(n)
Pasadena, Tes. -in 1976.
Just nosing our Camile was over West Germany's Rolf
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Philaat
San Francisco
Thompson graduated from Barry Stokes, formerly of Gehring.
EAST
delphia, (n)
Murray High School in 1977, Murray and MSU. He finished
No. 5 seed Manuel Orantes
W
L
Pct. GB
(n)
Pittsburgh,
Houston at
where he played football and
of Spain eliminated American
Chi
28 20
.583 Los Angeles at New York, also participated in track, in 3:14:49 in 216th place.
Dr. Adam Lanning, in his Tim Gullikson 6-3, 7-6, 7-6, and
Phil
26 21
.553
11
/
2 n)
qualifying for the state meet fifth appearance at this an- Chile's Hans Guildermeister
Mont 27 24
.529- .21
/
2 Atlanta at St.Louis,(n)
in Lexington his senior year as nual event, finished 422nd in outdueled Australia's John
NY
25 29
.463
6
a
member of the 880 relay 3:37:50.
Alexander 7-5, 6-4, 3-6, 4-6, 6-3
Pitt
22 28
.440
7
AMERICAN LEAGUE
team.
SLou 20 34
.370 11
Rece*MSU graduate, Clay in other matches at Roland
EAST
He will be a sophomore at Lovett of Owensboro, made Garros Stadium.
WEST
L
Pet. GB
Harding this fall.
BECICENHAM, England SFra
32 18
.640 - Bost
his first effort at the 26.2 mile
18
.667 Cinc 33 20
.623
/
1
2 NY
event, but developed severe Jimmy Connors began his
21
.588
41
/
21
Bowling
LA
27 24
.529
51
/
2 Detr
leg pains and-had to drop out return to the tennis circuit
22
.560
6
Standings
SDie
23 28
with a 6-2, 6-1 opening round
.451
91
/
2 Bait
at the 16-mile point.
25
.528
7/
1
2
Thursday Morning
HoUs 22 28
.440 10
Milw
The next outing for local victory over fellow American
25
.500
9
Ladies League
Atla
19 30
.388 121
/
2 C1ev
27
W
.460 11
L
marathoners _will be at the Peter Pearson in the
Team
05
4
0
Monday's Games
Beckenham grass court tennis
Tom
32
373 151
/
2 02
344 *
Chicago 2, Houston 1
tournament.
WEST
03
3
1
1
3
04
Montreal 4, San Diego 3
TROON, Scotland - Jim
Oakl
30 21
.588
111
* 314
Philadelphia 4,San Francisco KC
Gabrielsen of Atlanta led 12
27 21
.563 11
/
2 • 06
0
4
High Game(SC)
3
Americans into the second
Cal
By The Associated Press
26 24
.520
3/
1
2 05
459
Atlanta 8, Pittsburgh 4
Tex
25 24
.510
.LOS ANGELES ( AP)-The round' of the 1978 British
4
92
430
425 struggling Los Angeles Aztecs Amateur golf tournament.
01
New York 9, Los Angeles 8
Minn 21 30
.412
9
Cincinnati 2, St.Louis 1
Chi
20 29
have a new coach today, Altogether, 45 of the 79-man
.408
9
High Team Game(HC)
115
578 something that Larry Friend, U.S. contingent played on the
Tuesday's Games
Seat
18 37
.327 14
01Ic02oil
Houston I Andujar 3-2) at Chiof the North par 72, 7,064-yard course. The
Monday's Games
557 president
03
cago Roberts 2-0)
League remaining 34 play Tuesday,
Chicago 2, Cleveland 0
American
Soccer
High Team Series(SC)
San Diego (Shirley 3-5) at
with some second round
Baltimore 6, California 2, 10 03
1279 team,said had to beldone.
1237
02
Montreal( Twitchell 2-4),(n)
be
in
matches
also on the schedule.
innings
move-to
"We
feel
this
1155
01
San Francisco(Montefusco 4- Oakland 9, Boston 7
the best interests of our club
High Team Series(HC)
2) at Philadelphia (Lerch 3-2), Seattle 7, New York 3
SOCCER _
and the fans in.general," said
1717
03
)
Only games scheduled
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
. 1615 Friend Monday in announcing
02
-01.1564 that Terry Fisher was out as - A doping scandal hit the
Atlanta (Hanna 4-0) at PittsTuesday's Games
burgh (Bibby 3-2),(n)
Chicago (Barrios 3-5) at
coach and Tommie Smith was World Cup soccer tournament
High Int Game(SC)
192 in on an interim basis.
Lois Smith
Los Angeles (Bran 5-2) at Cleveland ( Monge 2-O,(n)
as Willie Johnston,21-year-old
SO
Jeanette Williams
New York (Espinosa 5-3), (0) Detroit (Wilcox 4-2) at Mil- Lois Smith
The Aztecs are winless in Scottish star, was sent home
130
Cincinnati (Hume 2-5) at waukee (Sorensen 6-4),(n)
seven home games and 5-8 and banned from his country's
_High Ind Game HC
St.Louis ( Denny 4-4),(n)
team for life.
Kansas City (Hassler 0-2) at Jeanette Williams
77 overall.
721
Evelyn Blivin
Wednesday's Games
The -Scottish Football
Texas(Alexander 4-3),(n)
The season has been
Mary Smith
216
Cincinnati at Chicago
Baltimore(D.Martinez.4-3) at
marked by feuds between kssociation took the drastic
High Ind. Series(SC)
California (Ryan 3-5),(h)
Fisher • and Aztecs' star action to save Scotland from
546
Lois Smith
Boston (Lee 7-2) at Oakland Mary Smith
514 George Best, with Best being Possible disqualification from
485 suspended on one occasion.
Jeanette Williams
(Renko 0-1),(n)
:tie competition.
New York (Tidrow 3-4) at
Smith, 33, had been listed as
Helmut Kaeser; secretary
High Ind. Series(HC)
PEOPLE'S POLL
Jeanette Williams
644 a playing assistant coach on general of the International
Seattle(House 3-4),(n
You Opisise CantsLois Smith
617
Only games scheduled
Mary Smith
. .610 the Aztecs' roster. Friend said Soccer Federation (FIFA),
Kai Ask
Wednesday Games
that Fisher will remain with said it might come to that if
Ftif Deaoailk %aim
High Averegue
Toronto
at
Cleveland,
2,
(twi)
team and has been the doping charge against
the
Id
Lois
Smith
for
171 reassigned to player per- Johnston was proved. A urine
Mary Smith
Detroit at Milwaukee,(n)
Lieeenal 6ororor
161
•Jeanette Williams..
Chicago at Minnesota,(n)
sample taken after the
159 sonnel.
Evelyn Bbvins
of Kentscky
148
Annette Haneline
Kansas City at Texas,(a)
Fisher, 28, took the Aztecs to Scotland-Peru game at
136
Jean Blano
California at Oakland,(n)
check below, or vrrite in, your choice
Jane Parks
134 the playoffs in each of the past Cordoba last week showed
for nominee. PUBLICIZED CANEvelyn Burkeen
124 three years, the only NASL traces of the bannedk drug
New York at Seattle,(n)
116
DIDATES Listed Alphabetically
Karen Smith
Only games scheduled
'encafamina.
Valta Floss
117 coach to do so.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Tom's terrific again.
"I think he's the old Seaver
- with improvement," says
Cincinnati pitching coach
Larry Sheppard of Tom
Seaver. "He's been coming on
in the last five or six
ballgames. He's just been
fantastic."
The return to form of the
Cincinnati ace has been
marked by a five-game
winning streak, including
Monday night's six-hit, 2-1
beauty over the St. Louis
Cardinals.
That improved Salver's
record_to_ 6-4 after_ a_rhoLrejk
dous starithat LOOk hinitintil
May.
6 to gain his first victory.
"My 'timing was not very
good," noted Seaver, ever the
perfectionist. "Up until the
last two innings, I was
struggling."'
.
The classy right-hander
finished in style, striking out
five of the last six batters.
While Seaver continued to
win, the Los Angeles Dodgers
were going in an entirely
different direction. The
defending National League
champions lost their fifth
straight game, a 9-8 decision
to the New York Mets.
The defeat was especially
galling for the Dodgers, since
they had the Mets by 8-2 at one
time. The loss kept them 51
/
2
games behind front-running
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Tourischeva Not Jealous Of &AM And
• Comaneci Because She Has The Trophies

•

RICHARD H.
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JAMES C.
VERNON
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•
25

23410

Perhaps she lacks the pixie
qualities that made Olga
Korbut and Nadia Comaneci
the darlings of the gymnastics
Ludmila
but
world,
Tourischeva isn't jealous. "I
have the medals," she says
with a touch of pride.
Indeed, she does. In 13 years
of competition, Tourischeva
accumulated upwards of 130
medals, and aRnit half of
them are gold, certifying her
as one of the best practitioners
of her very difficult art. If
-Olga and Nadia were-the
Olympic'
of
princesses
gymnasts, then Ludmila was
the queen.
She owns nine Olympic
medals, four of them gold.
There will, however, be no
more metal for the graceful
Soviet star.
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By HAL BOCK.
AP Sports Writer

"Everything in the world
has a beginning and an end,"
she says. For Lucimila, the
end was in the 1976 Olympic
Games at Montreal, her final
competition. It is important
to stop at the right time."
So now, Tourischeva's
Olympic involvement will be
in coaching the Soviet national
team which is preparing for
the 1980 Games at Moscow.
And, she promises, it will be a
very good squad. That, of
course, is no surprise. The
Russians luiye won the
women's gymnastics team
gold in every Olympics since
1962„,r.
"It is traditional with us,"
says Ludmila. "Any new
generation tries to •achieve
more than its predecessors_ao
maintain the reputation. AIM
the girls on the national team
are really talented and they
have the qualities to grow as

A

good as Olga or I was."
In fact, the Soviet gymnasts
she works with are so good,
they have kept TourischeNa on
the sidelines, even during
workouts.
"I rarely work with them,"
she says. "They don't need me
to. They are smart enough to
understand my instructions
without demonstrations."
But an athlete cannot turn
off the competitive juices
overnight And, although she
stays off the mats,and uneven
parallel bars where she made
her name, I.udinila does
exercise everyday. Like so
many -iutor4oano,-she is intorunning. - And she must run
fast because her jogging
partner is her husband of
seven months;Soviet Olympic
sprinter Valeri Borzov.
Borzov is the only European
ever to win the 100 and 200
meter sprints in the same

Olympics and he is looking
forward to the 1980 Games at
Moscow. So is Ludrnila, who
remembers the tension of
competing, especially at the
Games.
"Just making the team is a
great honor," She says.
"Winning a Medal- even one
- is very difficult. I
remember every competition.
Every one of them was difficult. You are not nervous,
but there is a certain anxiety
that you feel."
Tourischeva is in this
country to promote the sale of
stamps
comOlympic
mernoratinrierhvtthe.lporti
on the- agenda of the XXII
Olympiad at Moscow, July 19Aug. 3, 1980.
The stamp program to
defray costs continuea a
tradition started at the first
modern Olympiad in 1896 at
Athens.
-

(
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An AP Sports Analysis

Steinbrenner Says Baseball's
Management To Take Hard Line
By HAL BOCKAP Sports Writer
Baseball's fragile labor
peace shuddered ever so
slightly last week when
George Steinbrenner, owner
of the New York Yankees,
rattled a few sabers at the
Major
League Players
Association and its exeeutive
director, Marvin Miller.
gpeaking at a convention of
Associated Press sports
editors in Dallas, Steinthe
brenner
recalled
negotiations with the players
two years ago. "We were like
David without a sling shot,"
he said. "Marvin Miller took,
took, took. I have a lot of
respect for Miller. He is a
brilliant man. But next year
we will meet him head on. He
will find himself in the
toughest negotiations he's
ever seen. This time he'll
know" he's been in a ball
game."
Miller chuckled over
Steinbrenner's tough line,
William
suggesting
as
Shakespeare's Macbeth once
did of another matter, that it
was sound and fury, signifying
nothing.
, "I thought he made three
points, or tried to," said
Miller. "And I think he was
wrong on all three. He called
me brilliant. I think that's
the
wrong.
He
said
negotiations were one-sided. I
think anybody who analyzes
the agreement would find him
in error there, too. Our
bargaining was in good faith
and there was give and take in
the settlement which was in
the best interests of all parties."
And what was Steinbrenner's third mistake?
"I've been in industrial
relations for 35 years," Miller
noted. "In basic steel, there
were negotiations in 1952, 1955,
1959, when we had a 116-day
work stoppage, and 1965. Now,
'that was tough."
There was some interest in
why Steinbrenner would
assume a hard management
line on talks that still are in
the far-off future. The current
contract does not expire until
December 1979.
"He's done this before,"
said Miller. "I think he's
misguided on a couple of
scores. I think some owners

who talk this way are unable Those are benefits won at the
to take a realistic look at bargaining table.
where they are. They are "They don't seem to unlocked into terrible predic- derstand," Miller continued.
tions of doom, made when the "The game is as prosperous
last contract was Signed, today ass it ever has been,
which just have not come Total salaries represent 26
true."
percent
of
baseball's
Miller likes to cite the very revenues. That's one of the
same facts that baseball smallest pereentages of any
trumpets so proudly - at- industry in our country and,in
tendente records, lucrative fact, it is a smaller percentage
income,than it was 50 years ago."
radio-television
competitive balance. The Apparently, the arrow that
position, of course, is mutual. sticks
deepest
in
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn's management's craw from the
office has just published an last settlement is the free
informative pamphlet agent escape hatch. Those
designed to lure multisport seven-figure contracts sting
athletes to baseball. Included but don't forget, Miller hasn't
is a comprehensive section on negotiated any of them. The
the financial benefits of owners
have.
And
playing the game, including a Steinbrenner has been one of
healthy pension program. the most active in that area. ,

SPECIAL

Captain D's,

• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creanrycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
‘mly

47 -r

$1

PLUS REG.DRINK
ONLY
Reg.$ 2.07

PARK LEAGUE
The Pirates beat the Astros
32-23 and the Cubs beat the
Twins 25-21 in Park League
action at the MurrayCounty Park
Calloway
Monday.

Save 60e

Captain D's,
Offer good thru June 30,'78
Murray ,Ky.
753-9383

4.1Firsmy'

SALE

16 H. P.

Tractor
With 48" Mowing Deck
Model 53026
list
SI,983
with *is ed

$1,585

(Hurray-Only 2
to Sell at this Price)

Gilson Tillers
With 5. H. p.
Biggs S. Statton

•

Engine

With Tecumseh
Engine

$259 -

$249

*Bring This Ad.

Murray Lawn
- &Garden Center
Unfit* After The Safe
The Lawn S. Gorden Business is NOT a sideline with Usl
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Morrow Is Participant
In Visit To Yugoslavia
U.S.Sixth Fleet
Navy Operations Specialist as a unit of the
Sea.
Mediterranean
the
in
First Class Johnny L Morrow,
the Navy in
joined
Morrow
whose wife, Linda, is the
1970.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. July
visited the
Shipmates
Richard C. Elliott of Route 1
prior to
port
Yugoslavian
New Concord, Ky., recently
in the major
participating
visited
Dubrovnik.
NATO exercise "Dawn Patrol
Yugoslavia.
in the Mediterranean.
.78"
He is assigned to tl4 guided
Patrol" is an annual
"Dawn
missile destroyer USS Charles
designed to promote
exercise
F. Adams, homeported in
coordination of
improved
Mayport. Fla., and operating
multi-national forces and to
demonstrate the capability of
NATO forces to rapidly
SPEAKS TO DOCTORS—Dr. Jerry Buchanan, a
reinforce southern Europe.
radiologist specializing in mammography of breast
Participants include U.S.
spoke to local physicians at a joint meeting of
Sixth Fleet units, as well as diseases,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Medical Staff and
forces from Italy, the the
Calloway County Medical Society recently. For the
the
Netherlands, Portugal,
Dr-. Buchanan has served as director of the
-fie-yearsr
past
-Tiiike1W-UfaVecTKrngdom,
demonstration project in Louisville. A
cancer-breast
I-France- and -Greece. The
reviewed with the physicians the imhe
native,
Murray
exercise calls for training in
breast
41 riter air operations, electronic -portance-of-rnamenography in the management of
.
1
10,000
the
with
experience
discussedhis
and
disease
warfare tactics, antisurface
recon- women* screened in the Louisville project. He discussed
and
operations
naissance, plus . amphibious__ with the dooctors the tremendous usefelness of the new
maneuvers on the island of sero-radiography unit now at Murray-Calloway County
Sardinia and along the Greek Hospital. Though his career, Dr. Buchanan has earned a
and Turkish coasts.
number of honors and awards and has made numerous
Overall commander for the professional presentations in xeromammography.
exercise is Admiral Harold E.
Shear, USN. Adm.Shear is the
commander-in-chief of Allied
Forces Southern EurOpe,
which is headquartered in
Naples, Italy.

.
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Teacher
Exams To
Be Given

Xeromammography Is
Available At MCCH

The most widely used
method for early detection of
breast cancer, xeromammography, is now available at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to an
announcement by Stuart
Teacher Poston, administrator.
National
Examinations ( NTE will be Xeroradiography uses the
given at Murray State technology of the Xerox office
University on Saturday, July copier to produce remarkably
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
15.
detailed x ,-ay images on
Cote to Glaytotia's Castaway.
Scores of the examinations paper.
the state s most complete playstates for cer- The primary role of
ground for singles and families are used by
alike. Check these features . . tificaticin of teachers, by xeromammography is in
E 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
school systems for selection helping physicians diagnose
C 300 Rooms, Efficiencies.
and identification of leader- breast disease. With this
Suites & Apartments
ship qualities, and by colleges highly accurate process,
ED Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club. Dancing &
as part of their graduation radiologists are able to detect
Entertainment
requirements.
breast cancers not detectable
CI 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Educational Testing Ser- by other methods.
Playground
vice, which prepares and • This early detection of
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
• Basketball. Game Room
administers the tests, in- breast cancer is particularly
C Sauna. Exercise Rooms
dicates they are disigned to important since breast cancer
o Gift Shop A Beauty Salon
measure knowledge gained occurs more often and causes
Refrigerator
&
TV
Color
C
O Tennis A Golf Privileges
from professional and general
more deaths than any other
C 65 Miles to Disney World
education and in 21 subjectform of cancer in women.
Daily door-to-door Bus
matter fields.
Service available
According to the American
The deadline for regular
C Free chaise lounges
Society, at present
Cancer
C: Ample self parking
registration is June 22. On-the
of every 13
one
rates,
Come play in our playground.
be
-spot registration will not
it s Daytona's most complete
American women will develop
permitted.
year round fun resort,
breast cancer ,during her
Bulletins describing
Daytona's
lifetime.
registration procedures and
Xeromanunography is used
containing•registration forms
BEACH MOTEL
be obtained from Dr. Bill to examine women with and
may
2075 S. Atlantic Ave.
Allbritten, Counseling and without symptoms of breast
P0 Box 7437
However, it is parDaytona Beech. Fla 32016 I Testing Center, Ordway Hall, disease.
helpful as an acticularly
Ph (904) 255-6461
University,
Murray State
I Please send new color
directly curate diagnostic aid for
or
42)71,
Ky.,
Murray,
I brochure & rate sheet
National Teacher symptomatic and high-risk
from
I Name
Educational females. Certain women are
Examinations,
Street
Box 911, at high risk because of a
Service,
Testing
State
City '
'
family history of breast
Princeton, N. J.,08541.

FUR
PLAYGROURD

Castaway

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special

99

With Garlic Bread and'2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

I

Inside
Dining
Only

Super Special For Kids 1/
/2 Price 1
Spaghetti and Salad

4 to 10 P.M.

uaranteed
Quick
Service

includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
et home for 99"
Luxurious Dining
for 275 People

At Murray State Is Released
A total of 1,194 undergraduate students at
Murray State University
earned recognition on the
high
List for
Dean's
scholarship during the 1978
spring semester.
Among that number are 274
who achieved a perfect 4.00
standing.Others on the Dean's
List had grade point standings
between 3.30 and 4.00. Standings are figured on the basis
of 4.00 for A,3.00 for B, 2.00 for
C, and 1.00 for D grades.
Full-time undergraduates
enrollment for the spring
semester was 4,859.-Records from the univer—
sity's data processing office
show 45 students from
Calloway County with perfect
-Scholastic standings. They
_
are:
Patricia Allbritten, Donna
Almand, Randy Aulick, Billy
Bailey, Terri Barnett, Laurie
Beatty, Randall Benham,
Kathy Calhoun, Mary Corboy,
Daisy Cunningham, Leeanrui
Dick, James Dowdy, Kathleen
Doyle, Esther Edwards,
Judith Eldridge, Katie Elkins,
Quentin
Fannin,--LDanny
Futrell, Coy Garrett, Paul
George, Vicki Griffin, Judy

Jeffrey ElliSon, Terri Erwin,
Grogan.
Ricky Harris, Sherry Larry Evans, Elaine EverHarris, June Hobbs, David smeyer, Mirriam Fergulon.
Virginia Flora, Patsy
Hopper, Kathryn Hynes,
Amelia Janes, Jana Jones, Forsee, Rodney Foster,
Tarpley Jones, Marsha Cynthia Frangerberg, Mary
Lackey, Peter Lafser, Celia Hamilton, Stephen Hancock,
Hanks, Kathy
Larson, Lucy Lyvers, Phill Beverly
McCallon, Linda Moore, Hargrove, Todd Harrison,
Dennis Morgan, Selwyn Judith Henry, Randy HerriParker, William Pitman, don, Lonny Higgins, Diane
Diane Rossiter, Carol Smith, Hill, Ronal Hobbs, Patti
Juana Stockdale, Beverly Hosford, Jane Houghton,
Swain, Timothy Swath, and Amanda Howell,
Sheri Thornton.
Jennifer Hurter, Karen
Others on the Deans List Hussung, Randall Hutchens,
from Calloway County iii- Karen Jones, Sammy Kelley,
nrista Kennedy, Joan King,
eludes:
Susan Adams, Carla Allen -Mary Lamb, Johnnie Lane,
Robert Allen, Donald An- Raymond Lane, Randy Linn,
derson, Lou Aulick, Richard Lila Lusk, Marta Manning,
Barrow, Bobby Bastin, Ann Robert Mason, Jill Mathis,
Bauer, Timothy Belcher, Vernon Mathis, Charles May,
Margaret McCallon, Martha
Barbara Eiliv_in, David
Steve Bourne, Karen Brown, McCallon.
Linda McCuiston, Lou
Kathy
Bugg,
Nancy
McKee,
Bullington, Janet Byerly, McGary, John
Karen Carapellotti, David Martha McKinney, Jesse
McNutt, Patricia Melvin,
Carlson,
Norita Cassity, Gena Cheryl Milam, Mary MonCleaver, Kenneth Cleaver, togomery, Juanita Morgan,
David Cunningham, Donna Donna Morris, Teri Morris,
Daniel, Pattie Daniel, Mary Judith Nall, Jerry Nance,
Davis, William Dodson, Julia Rebecca Noffsinger, Edward
Dougan, Garry Dougherty, O'Brien, Helene Ostrow,
Jerry Duncan, Thomas Ellis, Christopher Parker.
Pasco, Rita
Kathryn
Pawlawski, Kevin Penick,
Daniel Perry, Mike Perry,
Johanna Reynhoudt, Howard
Rice, Teresa Rice, Dennis
Richerson, Charles Riley, Joe
Roberts, John Roberts, Janice

Students Participate
In LBL Consortium

a.

F'agliars Pizza
Home c# cc 8

753-2975
.
V

Rose, Barbara Sanders,
Janice Seargent, Peggy
Shelton, Karen Sledd, Roger
Smith.
James Spurlock, Sharon
Steele, William Steely, Chad
Stewart, Vanessa Stone, Lynn
Thompson, Janet Thurmond,
John Trevathan, Christina
Tubbs, Linda Walz, Dwight
Watson, Vicki Weatherford,
James Weber, Marilyn
Weitlauf, Joseph West, Alison
Wilferd, Rickie Williams, Ted
Wilson, Terry Wiser, Wanda
Workman, and Kathryn Zea.

Cross
01
1 Fondle

WITCH DOCTORS
MAKE HOUSE CALLS
WASHINGTON(AP) — In Sri
Lanka, where witch doctors
still practice the ancient art of
exorcising demons, spells and
maladies- from their patients,
house calls by the practitioners
are routine and can even last
up to 30 hours, says National
Geographic.
The country has 5,
2,500-Yearold rite called Thovil, which involves drums, dance, mime,
chants and fire-eating, which
witch doctors .from Sri Lanka
demonstrated in a recent tour
of the United States.
The ancient magical arts are
also practiced in the tropical
forests of Venezuela and northern Brazil, where shamans try
to exorcise all forms of sickness from their patients.
In Bangkok, Thailand, faith
healers often throw water on
their patients to expel the evil
spirits, says Geographic.
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there is....

Murray State University twirlers, and cheerleaders.
will again be the host this year
Mrs. DeVenney said the
for the Heart of Dixie Half- camp is designed to give each
time and Cheerleader Camp participant and opportunity to
June 18-22 as part of the receive the finest instruction
Summer Youth Program on at the lowest possible cost.
the campus
The camp staff is composed
Shirley and Jack DeVenney, of professional clinicians from
who have become in- seetral states and includes
ternationally know for their national champions, dancing
camps, will direct the ac- teachers, drill instructors,
tivities. They have several contest judges, and band
other camps scheduled this direclora.
II -4
In the_ SaillbeiNtkal.._,:_Aptillcatlons or requestaliz_
well as one in Switzerland.
additional information may be
-Heart of Dixie classes will obtained by writing or calling
be conducted for beginners, Norman Lane,Summer Youth'
'1 intermediate, and advanced Program, Center for conlevel majorettes, drum tinuing Education, Murray
majors, flags, rifles, dance State University, Murray,
and drill, color guard, novelty Ky., 42071, telephone (502)782type twirling for featured 4150

Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

OWEN
At first,
Then she
"I kne'
be a lot
But if evi
do it, eve,
would go
The gir
last Aug
home whi
the hospil
just w
possible t
. After tl
gonsenteid

disease or because of prior
breast problems.
''Mammography by the
Xerox process uses one of the
lowest radiation dosages for
mammograms," according to
Wilson,
William
Dr.
at
Murrayradiologist
See Marjorie Major
Calloway County Hospital.
Travel Consultant
dosage
minimum
the
"Only
GOLDEN - POND+Eighty- from the Tennessee Conaccurate
for
required
rikit
two students and six faculty servation Department; Doug
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
diagnosis is used. The latest
members from Western McEwen, Southern Illinois
ALL
YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
added
of
development
Kentucky University, Murray University; Dick Cottrell,
No Charge by us.
filtration has reduced the xRecreation
Outdoor
Memphis
State University,
Chief of
seine as direct.
Price
ray dosage by 60 per cent
State University, Middle for Land Between The Lakes;
For Information and
making the examination even
University,
of
Tennessee State
E. J. Pratt, Superintendent
Travel Literature call
safer for the patient."
1.
Illinois Ft.
National
Southern
Donelson
and
Mammograms are ordered
753-GOGO
(4646)
the
in
Bill
University participated
Military Park, Dover TN;
Mine Howse Ottice !wilding,
by the. patient's personal Brandon Spring Outdoor Brown, U. S. Army Corps of
has
he
711 Maio Strike
after
only
physician
at
Recreation Consortium
Engineers; and Bill Holt from
determined they are in- Land Between The Lakes,
Project Apollo, Land Between
dicated. They are done on both
1978.
14-24,
May
The Lakes
an in-patient and out-patient
three
received
students
The
basis.
a hoars credit from their
for
Preparation
xeromammography is simple schools and were certified as
since there are no special either hunting safety inprocedures or diets for the structors or boating safety
patient to follow. With the instructors by the Tennessee
cooperation of the patient, the Wildlife Resources Agency or
examination is conducted by canoeing instructors by the
an x-ray technologist with American Red Cross.
Harvey Miller, a profeSgOr
in
training
special
from Middle Tennessee State
xeromammography.
After the technologist University, served as dean of
Starting now this could be the greatest summer ever for you and
processes the mammograms, the consortium.
loved ones... with a Harris Flote-Bote or a Harris Deck Craft
your
The first few days students
the radiologist studies and
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc. Time passes so fast while the kids
from
interprets them and reports toured Land Between The
170,000-acre
home so why not enjoy them with family fun together,
TVA's
at
Lakes,
are
the results to the patient's
in
area
demonstration
public
Cruising. Take a free demo ride and see why
Picnicking
The
Skiing,
physician.
personal
physician will then decide if western Kentucky and TenFlote-Bote outsells all the other pontoon boats, then see
Harris
any further treatment is nessee, and surround areas
how our deals make us thc largest Harris Flote-Bote and Harris
recreation
at
looking
needed.
Deck Craft dealer in the whole wide world.
A good clinical history and facilities. Thursday was a
Parday.
problem-solving
physical examination continues,to be of primary im- ticipants divided into groups
portante in evaluating breast and were given special
disease. However, it has been problems to solve in adshown that mammography is ministration, planning, inmaintenance,
able to detect very early terpretation,
breast cancer, often un- and programing. At the end of
suspected by either the patient the day, their problems and
solutions were presented to
or her physician.
the entire group to evaluate.
xeromamnew
"The
the
be
Friday
mography equipment adds a
in
o
development
new
dimenimportant
very
sion to the hospital's x-ray specific areas. Thëóuld
department," administrator choose from hunter safety,
Poston said. "With the ad- boater safety, backpacking,
dition of ultrasound equip- rappelling, canoeing, sailing,.
ment later this summer, the photography, or trip exx-ray pedition. Everyone parhospital's
local
department will be com- ticipated in at least two of the
parable to any in the region events; some were involved in
and, technologically, the three.
Guest speakers for the 10
hospital will be much ahead of
days included Mack Pritchard
most hospitals.

MSU To Host Heart
Of Dixie Cheerers

Wednesday Night

510 Main
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Outboard or Stern drive,
all colors and all sizes in stock...
a few demonstrators with eitra discounts.
Family fun together with a
Harris Flote-Bote Pontoon or a
Harris Deck Craft from...
Don McClure

Grayson

McClure

Happy Holiday Travel Inc.
Paroramo Shore.%
Kentucky Lake
Murray for 1 miles. Twit right on 280. Follow 280 for 7 miles post
loaner's Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left
and you have arrived Telephone 436 5483

Take 94 East out of
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Rape Victim At First Sought
Privacy, Then Wanted Justice
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
At first, she sought privacy.
Then she wanted justice.
•'1 knew there was going to
be a lot of embarrassment.
But if every woman refused to
do it, every rapist from now on
would go free," she said.
The girl was visiting friends
last August miles from her
home when she was raped. At
the hospital, she told a nurse:
just want as few people as
possible to know about this."
After the rape, the woman
consented to go through the

Sanders,
, Peggy
Id, Roger
, Sharon
Ay, Chad
:one, Lynn
Thurmond,
Christina
z, Dwight
!atherford,
Marilyn
lest, Alison
hams, Ted
er, Wanda
thryn Zea.

extensive
physical
examination
recently
established for collection of
evidence to be used in a rape
trial.
Then she took the witness
stand in not one, but two trials,
to tell the public the intimate
details of what was done to
her.
Ten months and two trials
later, she sat in a small room
in the Daviess County Courthouse, her hands trembling
from excitement and relief.
Four of the men accused of
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RENTALS,

She credits the women of the
Owensboro Rape Assistance
Program for helping her
through the ordeal.
"There wasn't a day when
they didn't come down here
and offer me moral support,"
she said.
The case first came to trial
y.
in January. After six days,the places like Dallas and..LOS
jury acquitted two defendants, Angeles. She said the night- in effort until
projects are
but couldn't reach a verdict on mare is over for the first time satisfactorily completed.
four.
since last August.
CANCER
She decided that "it was
"I can walk on stage I June 22 to July 23)0
0
either put everything into it or Monday night and put some
Stars not too auspicious. This
forget it, so I said, 'Let's do it feeling in it this time."
means a need for more conagain,' to see_ whether justice
Ricky D.Hash,23; Henry T.- centrated effort, perhaps a
is blind.
White, 22; Thurman E. readjustment of your schedule
"I swore if I didn't get a McStoots, 35, all of Lexington, — the better to suit changing
conviction this time, I was were convicted of first-degree requirements.
never in my life going to do rape. Joe C. Johnson, 30, of LEO
anything right again."
Georgetown, was convicted of (July 24 to Aug. 2.3144,tCg
A day when your innate
The second trial lasted four fimt-degretsodomy.
aggressiveness will pay off.
days. Most of the same ground
Attorneys for the men said Energy and drive
finally
-was covered. Defense at- the case will be appealed this help you to achieve will
some longtorneys tried to make their week.
desired objective.
•
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said. "My Mom's going to be
so relieved."
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FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 7, Ira
Nrtt kind of day will you look closely, you will find it
,....-ierfiurrow be? To fincl4lut what has many advantages. Results
' the stars say, read the forecast will be largely up to YOU.
clients look blameless, the
given for your birth gigrlSAGITTARIUS
woman guilty.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21))
(11ji0
ARIES
"The whole bunch of them
Without much planetary
was what made it tough, I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
assistance, you can still net top
This is no time for -giving returns but, before
having four or six of them
acting, plan
up"
especially
if a project or well, be sure of facts and
(attorneys) sniping at you.
task is really worth a second, details,
and
DON'T
They do anything they can to even a third try. Your ability
to procrastinate.
confuse you. That's their job, I
persist is the answer.
CAPRICORN
guess," she said.
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
TAURUS
This time, after four hours I Apr. 21 to May 211 t
Important now: common
ietLI,
of deliberation, the jury
An analytical look at your sense, logical analysis of all
returned four guilty verdicts,
position may indicate some new situations, ease of action.
"I knew one of these men avenues to explore. Keep alert Domestic and social interests
had been up for rape before: I to future moves, possibilities for highly favored. Don't waste
time on regrets.
didn't want this to happen to .rna/ang new contacts.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
somebody else."
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(
May
22
to June 21)119
,
The woman, now 27, is a
"
Profit by past
and
Emphasize your resour- by sound advice.mistakes
singer. The future is bright,,
You have a
in
eefulnessae
it
will
payndsens
off
in
of
co
wonderful
forns acbookings are coming
ghtliai, chance'nee
from
days ahead. De not leutown_ri
_om responsibilit
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assaulting her had just been
convicted.
The
jury
recommended 15-year jail
terms for all four last Friday.
Formal sentencing had not
been scheduled Monday.
"I feel good all over," she
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ANT—Mis; Kathleen Ann Luber, 20, of Aviston,
IN,14.
Illinois, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Luber, also of
Aviston, will represent Murray State University in the Miss
Kentucky Scholarship Pageant which will be held in
Louisville on June 22, 23, and 24. Miss Luber is a 1976
graduate of Central High School, Breese, Illinois and this
fall will begin her junior year at Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky. For tickets information, contact Miss
Kentucky Pageant Tickets, Macauley Theatre, 315 W.
Broadway,Louisville,ily. 40202.
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DEAR ABBY: I am writing in reference to the letter
from the young girl who said that her foster father had been making advances toward her. You advised her to tell
her foster mother at once!
Abby, I know you meant well, but I have learned after
many years of experience as a child protection worker in a
public welfare agency that telling the mother is useless.
In most cases, the mother would think the child is lying.
And in other cases, if the girl is believed, the mother will
refuse to bring charges against her husband for fear of the
family's reputation and what the law might do to her
husband. Then, too, if he's sent to prison, her breadwinner
is gone! So she resolves all this by pronouncing the girl a
liar and ingrate.
I would recommend that the girl tell her social worker or
school counselor. They are trained to help the girl and her
foster family.
N.Y.SOCIAL WORKER

DEAR SOCIAL WORKER: Whether she is believed or
not, I still think it is imperative that the child tell her
foster mother first. Then, if the situation doesn't improve,
I always advise the child to seek help from a trusted
teacher, Huh relative, school counselor, clergyman or
neighbor. Otherwise, when the father is confronted, the
mother will know . that the child has gone • to
"outsiders"—instead of coming to her—which could create
even more difficulties in the home.

PLSCES

iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Counting one's blessings
makes every picture rosier, but
DON'T count returns you have
not and MAY NOT receive.
Mixed influences: Use care in
all things.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual individuality, originality and
adaptability. Your governing
planet, Mercury, indicates
alertness and versatility, but
you are often dissatisfied with
your accomplishments A
perfectionist at heart, you often
feel despondent because you
VIRGO
feel you "could have done
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) r(P kh
better." Never lose confidence
Some information you have in yourself.
Foster your talent
needed in a financial matter can for sensing
the needs of others
now be obtained — possibly and knowing
how to cope with
through a social contact. It will unwieldy
situations. You
make your day!
usually work best when you're
"on your own" but are more
LIBRA
than cooperative when need be.
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
A generally auspicious day. Your thirst for knowledge is allThis is a period in which to give consuming. Nourish it, since the
your. finest performance, to greater your education, the
capitalize on your many talents higher your accomplishments.
— especially in creative en- You could succeed as a journalist, architect, painter,
deavor.
musician, scientist or lawyer.
SCORPIO
Birthdate of Paul Gauguin,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt
,AV' French painter; Dean Martin,
Day may not seem to hold singer, actor; Tom Jones, pop
much opportunity at first, but if singer.

DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a woman who
would take a job as a "housekeeper" for a single man? Part
of the deal is that the housekeeper has to LIVE on the
place.
If a woman sells all her own household goods, and sells
(or rents) her own house so she can move in with a man and
keep house for him, how do you think that looks?
•
What does the community think of a woman who would:
hire herself out this-way? And what do YOU think? '
NO NAME,PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: Personally, I couldn't care less. But
if I were to give it one moment's thought, I would assume
that the housekeeper is KEEPING—not PLAYING
—
house. Now, what's YOUR problem, lady?
DEAR ABBY: Some new neighbors moved into our:
area, and we share a two-party line. Abby, this woman
speaks as good English as I—I have heard her. But when,;,1
she talks on the phone she always speak a foreign,,,i
language -1-Lxonsider this an insult to me. What do you ti
think of a neighbor like this?
INSULTED IN PENNA.
DEAR INSULTED; She's smart. She speaks a jpreign
language because she suspects that someone may be
listening. And obviously she's right!

Let's Stay Well

By FJ L Blasingame, M.D

Most Visits
To Physicians Are Not Serious

•

Q• Mr. H.H. writes that
he is aware of the rising
costs of health care. Also,
he says that he has always
understood that many of
the visits to physicians are
for conditions that are not
serious. Ile raises the
question that we should
make an effort to reduce
the number of visits to
Physicians for the non-serious complaints to try to
reduce costs.
A: Your information is
correct, but your solution
may not be practical. '
According to the data
collected on over half a

Ert••
•94,•b, •t.a.PA.

IT'S NOT
VERY
LIFELIKE

1Deco.-4614.-

million patients by the National Center for Health
Statistics and reported recently in "Health Insurance News," physicians
estimated in 1975 that 49
percent of their office visits were "not serious" and
an additional 19 percent
were "serious or very
serious." Only two percent
of office visits resulted in
hospital admission. Of
course, hospitalization is
the most expensive form of
care.
The difficult issue involved is that there is often
a significant difference between feeling badly and

having a life-threatening
illness. Professional help
may be required to evaluate this difference.
A person may ha tre no
signs or symptoms and be
seriously ill with high
blood pressure. Another
person may be miserable
from abdominal gas, indigestion or a headache,
all of which are harmless,
not life-threatening and
based on an unrecognized
anxiety or tension. This
latter illness would not be
serious.'
Additional public education could benefit and give

insight to the public so that
serious and non-serious
illnesses might be more
accurately identified by
laymen. Such education
might cut down on nonserious visits and would
likely increase those who.
come for serious reasons.
Fortunately, ambulatory
care in the offices of physicians and in emergency
rooms is less expensive
than hospitalization. Such
ambulatory care serves to
screen the less serious
from the serious so that
those who need to be can be
admitted to-hospitals.
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I KNOW THAT
WOMAN, BUT I CAN'TREMEMBER HER
NAME

MY MEMORY'S BEEN
TERRIBLE LATELY
MINE
TOO

To-lERE MUST BE A WORD FOR
PEOPLE WHO CAN'T REMEMBER
NAMES

THERE IS, BUT I CAN'T
REMEMBER IT!

---

JERSEYS

1417 Olive
Open Mon.Thru Sat.
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

SORRY TO •frigET 141 THIS WAY,/
PR.HENRY, MR.WALKER,It THE POLICE
THIS IS
ARE SEARCHING EVERYWHERE.
DIANA'5
NO CLUES
HUSBANCJ.
50 FAR/
"
,

•

1NATE O.
TIME, DR.
HENRY.

BEFORE BEING SLUGGED!,
HER buARD SAw ONE OF
THEM .DESCRiBER
AS "AS/AT/C."
HE ALSO
-• HEARD
DIANA SAY,
TARAKIMO
•

\,

DOES THAT
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU
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PUT IT IN THE

FOR RESULTS
Ob.

2 Notice

2 Notice

'Notice

6

Damien

It's A Fad

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

Starks

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.
1

Maintenance

Returns
On Rig

Father Buys
His Tools At

if

Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1=
fres 6itt
Wrapping

Foreman

f,
Day!

Check
Your

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

NOW
OPEN
Hoffman's

Nursery
- •

or•
Adv•rtis•rs
requested
'
to check def
first insertion, of ads for
This
corr•ction
be
well
n•wspoper
responsible for only on*
• ncorraier insertion ANY
SE
SHOULD
ERROR
Ikk•
REPORTED
MEDIATE( Y SO. PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

WATKINS
FOR
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Ctisplay advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 75319!nand 753-7977
COLOR PORTRAIT'S.
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

I mile out on 94 East
Selling:
'*Bedding Plants
•Petunia's
•Marigolds
•Tomatoes
'Begonias
'Miscellaneous Plants
All Plants

PERSONS OF high moral
--character interested insinging or playing piano
in a gospel quartet, to
perform at nursing
homes tand at various
o-t he r- .charitj
organizations should
call 759-4600.

SPRING
CLEANING TIME!

50' per 6 pock
BIBLE FACTS INC.
. James 2:10 states "For
whosoever shall keep
the whole law, and yet
offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." And
Proverbs 14:12 "There
is a way that seemeth
right unto a man, but the
end thereof are the ways
of death." Why not
search God's instructicm
book for the right way^
For Bible Answers and
study call 759-4600. Bible
service Saturday 3 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.

If You
Need Them:
Fire .
Peine
lame
Mimes
.raftgai
1111411611CY

lame
Social
CosortInwsite
Care
Pawn Ciskei . .
Sew*[Wass . .
Nadine . .
Leers To Reed
Fester
Peres*

153-1441
153-1621
753-6952
753-9332
753-5131
153-3535
753-6622
753-750
753-0929
75341E9
153-21118
753-5362

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Help Wanted

SERVICEMASTER
CAN HELP . . .
We clean most
everything!
Call

753-0259
011154,7.47.
5 lost And.Found
STRAYED FROM horde,
small long white hair
dog. Male. Reward. Call
435-4397.
LOST
BRITTANY
Spaniel, liver and white
in vicinity of South 16th.
Call 759-4626 or 759-1234.
LOST OR STOLEN brown,
leather billfold with
initials S. R. P. In
vicinity of hospital.
Reward. Call 753-1933 or
753-3747.
6 Help Wanted
LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary
with bookkeeping skills.
Fringe benefits, paid
vacation, salary
negotiable. Send resume
to P. 0. 32 D Murray,
Ky. 42071.
TWO LABORERS at $3.00
per hour. Apply at Lile
Real Estate, call for
appointment 474-7117. If
can operate backhoe
salary will increase.

nosi
being taken by th,.
Murray
Callowa,
.unty- Parks Hoard
•r a Maintenance
r e in a n
.A p 'cations may be ob..rid at the Parks Of10th and Paym
• reet. Murray No ap;cations will be ac. pted after June 10
•:8. For further inrmation
753-7640

6 Help Wanted
ANADDR SSE R
TED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home no experience Necessary
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
FULL OR PART TIME
employment. College or
high school students.
Interview Tuesday June
6 through Saturday.
June 10, 10.30 to 1:30.1Shirt Etc. 14110live.

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
FOR SALE: Nails -8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam Insulation-2" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - 1,2" 4 x 8-$3.40.

KCHOOL„. TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
TUTOR IN reading for 8
Must have own tran753Call
year old boy.
5094.
sportation and willing to
do_ light housekeeping, _
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
LADIES-HOW TO start
multimillion
your own
dollar business for less STUFFERS AND Mailers
NEURGENTLY
than $70.00). You can
EDED! $25.00 per
earn $3000.00 to $6000.00
hundered GUARANin 6 months, work full or
TEED. Send selfpart time. No gimmicks.
stamped
addressed
No tricks. All in black
envelope, TK ENand white,for you to see.
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
For complete details of
Denver, CO 80221.
our future write Carmen
Reeder, 1305 Main,
10 Business Opportunity
Benton, Ky. 42025, 527Polly
527-3770,
8774 or
SMALL PLANT business
Main,
Keith, 1502
for sale. After 6, call 753Benton, Ky. 527-3033.
9900.
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
- person, Sonic Drive In.
WAITRESS and cook
wanted. Call 901-247-9902
for more information.
NEEDED SEWING
operators.
machine
Experience preferred
but not necessary. Apply
Calloway
at
111
Manufacturing,
Poplar Murray.

WENDY'S
OLD
FASHION
HAMBURGERS
Managetaieert Position

If you are looking for
a future and not afraid
of long hours and hard
work, you are just the
type of person we are
for.
Exlooking
perience not required,
but helpful.
Contact Mr. McMillin
for
appointment.
Telephone 759-4695
Position, *pea iii Murray wed
Poilecab.

The Murray Ledger & Times
If the phone doesn't ring, could
be that not enough people know
you're there. When you've got a
service to sell, you con count on
newspaper advertising to make that phone ring .. and ring ...
and ring . . because newspaper
advertising really gets the mes-

14 Want To Buy

WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West
End
Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL useci
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
15 FT. FREEZER now in
use. $75. Call 753-0076.
5,000
BTU 110 volt
Fedders air condition.
220 volt space heater,
110 volt space heater,
washing
machine
motor. Call 753-9755
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
KING WOOD HEATERS
-- automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
grade
premium
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14-, 02.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78:14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78x14" or 15", 624.81
FET,
$2.60
plus
H78x15", 226.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

silent phone?

SMOKE DETECTORS.
nationally . advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

-TELISIttini,WHERE... AS
WELL AS WHAT... TO BUY
CAM 753-1919 - Display
753-1916 Oessified

FISHER WOOD stove,
large model. Call 7538786.

GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

play Advertising Department.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

$6.75, N" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
31" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Exterior Siding - 4 x 8 - $6.00
"42:s 84'sydwup.
c43d Precut
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$1&75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 418 sheets from $2.75
811,0_CVanities -from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Hwy.45,1 mi so. Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237,.

MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. 65,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m.

GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9°
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 7591117 after 4 pin

sage across. Check with our Dis-

BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

5,000 BTU THOMAS
Edison air conditioner.
Five piece bedroom
rustle,- both--+'year old.
Call tter 5 p.m. 7591436.
,.,
WEED EATKR8 Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, $39.99.
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99 Wallin Hardware, Paris,

$3,5 SOTS All Of TillS
1- lades Mali Petry
1 - liberty Maid
I. %flak WHO
1 • Lary Palmy see.
1 - WWII 11143 Pswiy
1 - W.11. Panties
Sews 11/2k7
1- Wombs.
125 yrs.
1 - 1148 S Puny(ww)
1 - bre 191111-0 Sod
Oslo Peony
1 • S Mat Pommy • 25 yrs.
Phis Free tws $
firs Ow Free Gift
Pius Ow Free Indere
Susi 33.55 sad .25 Portimp
t:
11/4 D•NNINO & CO.
koh, s. Pa.Ilia Viimmet Mop
farsataa Pa 11119N

ma

20 Sports Equipment

78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
, 66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5.

15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
1500
BOAT
BASS
ProCraft 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Trolling
motor, depth finder,
extra sharp. $4,600. Call
753-4487 after S.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15W
boat and trailer. $350.
Record in radiometer,
$125. fl 4364530.
1975 HI PERFORMANCE
bass boat. Loaded with
all accessories. Call 7536970 days or 753-6345
evenings.

PICK
U
STRAWBERRIES,
North 16th and Poor
Farm Road. 40 cents per
quart. Wen 3 p.m. daily.

so x 40

two bedroom
trailer and lot at New
Concord. Call 753-0610.

1973 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 2 bedroom. All
electric. Nice. Call 7533404-or453-2720.---

You Pick
Strawberries

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 X 40
air condition. $70 month.
Call 489-2595.

2 Miles South
of Sedalia
Hwy 381

12 X65 TWO BEDROOM 2
bath mobile home. Call
435-4349 before 8 p.m.

Jesse Jones
328-8543

TWO BEDROOM house
trailer. Shady Oaks
Trailer Court, 480-2533.

41. Public

EXTRA NICE pingpong
table. Best offer. call
753-4330.

32 Apartments For
Rent

111=1,11111111

1
.

Taylor end sea Ray.
loth in new comities.
Powered by ASS Olds
Loaned at la* Berkley
Stets Perk lost Dock.

12 Musical

PIANOS

40 ACRE FARM,30 acres
tendable. Call 753-4487,
after 5.

ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.

FOR SALE 742 acres,.
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mile from 94
East and Kenlake Golf
course. Call 437-4617.

TWO BEDROOM town
house apartment. All
carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.

IIIIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
a
portion of the
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

UNFURNISHED 5 room
apartment. $150 per
month. $100 deposit. Call
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
FOR
APARTMENT
RENT, 1628 Miller. Call
753-0763.

ORGANS

LAYTON'

OFFICE EQUIPMENTdesk, 3 metal shelves,
two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph typewriter, wooden tables
and 190 new unfolded
cardboard boxes. Call
753-9414 or 753-7316.

formerly J & B Music I
Murray,Ky

Chestnut St.

23 Exterminating

FREE

16 Home Furnishings

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest

Of

Control

4-fcsit fliTi lit

West Ky.

Too

Swett 1354
Ptsione 753-3914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certified By EPA

Appliance Center
Sales 8. Service
753-4475

24 Miscellaneous

30 IN. COPPERTONE
counter top range with
eye level oven. Call 7538786.

RADIAL TIRE Salt Steel belted premium
grade white
wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus
$2.97
FET,
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
plus
$3.15
FET,
JR78x15" or LR78:15",
648.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV's

Hodge & Son, Inc.

ROTO
COMPARE
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

WHITE GE 30 inch
electric stove. Call 7538841.
16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

26 TV Radio

LARGE 4
bath hoi
one acre
from M
3000 sq
living at
which h
rooms a
garage,
_with __a
includin)
e.range,
disposal
compact
„sale of h
reduced
Phone u
forin,
::PERUD
1222.

Sales

YARD SALE, Wednesday, Thursday.
Friday and Saturday.
North 16th Ext. One mile
North of Five Points.

For Sale

(Jule lof

11•111=11=

rent three or four
bedroom home. Two
year lease with option of
two additional years.
Will furnish
local
references. Call 753-

Cadiz, ly. 974-554.

441 N.

40 Produce

27. Mobile Home Sales

MUST SELL 16' Mark
Twain. 115 Mere. Power
tilt and trim. Excellent
shape. $2200. Call 7672355.

Two Jet Boat

THE NE
CO.

753-4758

YARD SALE,Saturday 76, at the C. E. Cain
Home on 641 North. Lots
• of different items. New
Concord Pentecostal
Church-Sponsor.

BUFFET, children
clothes. Call 753-3165.

When Yea Think
Valee...Thiak

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

MOBILE HOMES and
14' MIRROR CRAFT
mobile-home spaces for
fishing boat with trailer,'
at Riviera Courts.
rent,
Silver Troll trolling
753-3280.
Call
motor with battery.
Swivel seats. Call 75331 Want To Rent
0087.
WANTED TO LEASE or

FOR SALki,-, store fixtures. Island, glass
shelves, tables and
more. Special Occasion,
121 Bypass.

FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all on carpets
cleaned
with Blue.
Lustre. Rent electric,
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".

36 For Rent Or Lease

26 TV Radio

19 Farm Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Broad
Extendid-,
Murray, 'Ky.
Applications now being
taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
Section
VIII
Hudsubsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 30E0 days. Call 753-8668.
Ask for Brenda Jones.
Equal
opportunity
housing.
•

ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
Especially built for
persons using wheel
chair, walker or cane;
or legally blind, rent
based on income:
Southside
Manor
Apartments.
753-8661
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS, 1306 Main. $50
per month.

34 Houses For Rent
THREE ROOM house,
bath arid shower. Air
conditioner. Call 7535618.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished house. Close
to campus. $165 month.
No pets. Call 753-1203.

SISSON'S Zenith can save
you $20 or more on TVs,
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
stereos, video recorPi miles out 641 South.
ders. One year free
18 Sewing
Call 753-8681.
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come See us.
USED SINGER SEWING
Sisson's, 19 miles West 'NICE TWO BEDROOM
machine, zig zag, all
house on North 16th
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
attachments.
regular
Partly furnished.
Sews perfect, fully
Available June 1. $150
25 INCH color console,
guaranteed. Full cash
month. Call 753-6855.
$150, Magnavox Stereo
price, $39.50. Payments
with AM-FM, $75. Both
may be arranged. For
BEDROOM
THREE
free home demonlike new. Call 492-8648.
farm house, good well.
stration write Martha
Maried couple only. Call
Hopper,
Route
37- --LARGE sELECTION of
new Magnavox console
345-2205..
Ben4pn, Ky. Or call 354stereos for only $12.00
8619.
36 for Rent Oi Lease
per month. Clayton's
DUPLEX apartment for
(Formerly
• lease. Two bedroom,
Music),
753-7575.
TRACTOR
1977 FORD'
central heat and air,
1600, 2 cylinder diesel.
carpet. Call 753-8067
WANTED
RESPOWCall 753-8169 after 5 p.m.
- - SIBLE party to take up
FOR LEASE- building.
payment like new color
FOR SALE tobacco ann
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass.
TV. Clayton's (formerly
tomato sticks. Call 489('all 753-3111 or 7534089
.1 and B Music), 753-7575
2128

DEVELOPERS, INVESTORS - One of the
to business properties
in town 1.61 acres on
So. 12th St. Over 285 ft.
of frontage. Ideal for
franchise
business.
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.
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added
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ditionin
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Four
Highwa
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nice sh
good d
come c
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Realty,
phone 7

IT AIN1
that go
cost a
f ram(
redeem
looking
owners.
East S
Loretta
753-1492.

Guy SI
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsidir Court Squore

c
in

301 Sy can

Murru, Kentucky

753-4451
35 ACRES - all fenced
with road frontage on 3
sides. Includes 30 tendable acres, stock barn
and
ponds. Phone'
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information.
LAKE PROPERTY 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
Situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine
property
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of Real Estate
Service.

Floored find
mobile horni
to assemble

CUS1

1

-7

_

BOYD MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
_
753-8080
I'roles/gave &Tyr( e.
With 'The Friendly Touch'.
WILD-LIFE HAVEN Homesteader's Deliggt - This 50 acre farm
with 26 tendable acres,
2 bedroom house, 2
ponds, corn _crib,
abounding with deer,
raccook fox, oppossorn, rabbits, owls,
etc. - Located in Boyd"vale, Graves County,
Only $29,500. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N 12th

Just li
Five I
with b
-(14;
storag
'dab
the 50'
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OPEN SHOP MINE
Uncle Jefts %NOM Cm"'

.RIES,
and Poor
40 cents per
3 p.m. daily.

•ick
erries
South
381
lones
,543

LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, (l'Az miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of
living area in this home
which has extra large
rooms and larige 2 car
garage. Built-in kitchen
_ with all appliances
including refrigerator,
range, dishwasher,
disposal and trash
compactor staying with
sale of home. Price just
reduced to $43,500.
Phone us today for more
information. KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

ales
,Saturday 7C. E. Cain
1 North. Lots
items. New
Pentecostal
nsor.
LE, WedThursday,
d Saturday.
;.:xt. One mile
ye Points.
te

RM,30 acres
:3-a11 753-4487.

7
acres,
ter, 2 trailer
mile from 94
Kenlake Golf
II 437-4617.

I'VE
acres
front located
!T Park area
ke (Hamlin,
!rty has long
)ad ( Ky 1918)
road serving
of the
John
C.
Realtor, 505
!et, Murray,
753-7531.

PERS, IN'- One of the
ess properties
1.61 acres on
t. Over 285 ft.
ge. Ideal for
business.
Shroat Co.,
759-1707.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch.'
LOOKING FOR A
LAKE VIEW? Here it
is! Mobile home has
added utility room SE 3
porches. All furniture,
appl's, & freezer. Central heat 81 air conditioning. Wooded lot
with lake view - boat
ramp privileges. Only
$19,500. Must be seen.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
5 ACRES LEVEL land.
Four miles south on
Highway 641. 255 ft.
frontage. Good well,
nice shade trees. Two
good dwelling for income or home. Only
$21,000.
Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phone 753-5842.
IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must
cost a lot...2 bedrOom
frame
recently
redecorated and just
looking
for
new
owners... large lot in
East School District.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,o
753-1492.

Guy Spann Realty
& Thurman
I Real Estate
Court Squorill

"Your Key People
In Keel fstate"
753-7724
901 Sycamore
Wormy Ky

LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our convenieqgy located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main _ for_
iiII your real estate
needs.

PLEASURE
THERAPY.. Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths.. Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.

ROPERTY 2
home in Pine
ores. Home is
on waterfront
lovely view of
Lake. Priced
$18,500 Don't
ine us today on
ne
property
REALTY,
We provide the
!of Real Estate

'D-MAJORS
II ESTATE
53-8080 _

mons'Sen.
Friendly Touch

.WE HAVEN eader's Delis50 acre farm
enciable•acres.
oom house, 2
corn
rig with deer,
fox, oprabbits, owls,
ated in Boydraves County,
19,500. BoydReal Estate,
th.

Professional Services
With The Fnendly Touch
LAKEFRONT
HOUSE UNDER CONSTRUCTION. Good
water frontage: Completed on outside SE
completed bath, rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat dock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles ,from New Concord on Hwy. 444.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

WILSON
Only 4 mass ear end off 121
/
2 bath
S. This lovely 31111/ 11
is ideal fee one wbe woes a
• lane let. Nem* has Isms
family room end hope lai/
2s
cise. neuter N is 111
IS%. Price routed to
$31,500. C.4111 row Oweer wow
ts to roiseNd.

44 Lots For Sale
TWO
ADJOINING
wooded lots on Concord
Road. Two miles from
Murray. One 120 X 250,
one 120 X 306. Prefer to
sell as one lot. Call 7538715 9 to 5, 753-3428 after
5.

faifo 2 hoarsest elaselnom
siding hem* McNeil In Alen
ea censer let. Nem possellem
throsighee, imp rooms, ism
utility Ws. llos 10 x-10 metal
stomp bii1ep, *Mrs heap
let. Priced to sell it
$14,500.00.
753-3243 Anytime

, Itenrecky

- all fenced
frontage on 3
7.ludes 30 tenes, stock barn
nds. Phone.
UD REALTY,
for more in-

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY - A
young growing retail
toy business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's
new
shopping centers, this
store features a wide
variety and selection
of creative play items
for all ages fo
children.
Owner
wants offer. Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

REDO AN OLDIE...make
her shine Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
APPROXIMATELY 2 forget to watch for our
acres. Price
plus
ad on the building page
negotiable. Erickson
of the paper each
Realty,527-1441.
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
14 LA Li.ca RS
our ads; please call or
come by our office and
pick up our new
brochure. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051

I-4451

'New

TWO LOTS, water and
sewer. Half mile from
lake.
Located
in
Baywood Vista, near
Panorama Shores. Call
436-2728.
46 Homes For Sale

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

FOR SALE BY owner in
Gatesborough.
Three
bedroom 2 bath. Call
753-5603.

Floored end ready. Up to 12 w 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ad on', and patios, or U BUILD, pee cut completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 s 60 Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDlNGS

49 Used Cars & Trucks

43.Real Estate

43 Real Estate

THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1701

CLASSIFIED'S'FOR MIERMIITAMIRISE

FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedroom house with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On half
acre lot. Under $16,000.
Has a finished upstairs.
-2492.
11

1978 PONTIAC Trans Am.
Red velour interior, AMFM stereo tape, power
windows, tilt wheel, 400
T-A motor. Best offer
over $6300. Call 753-4331.

EXPERIENCED MAN
will do interior wood
working finish carpentry, and cabinet
finishing. Call 435evening
4150

1968 V. W., good conditiossreall 489-2648 after
4 p.m.
1873 PONTIAC Catalina,.
full power and air. Local
Car. Good condition.
$1100. Call 753-0814.
•

BYARS BROTHERS el
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

BUSH HOGGING and
discing. Call 753-1261.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry; work completely
• guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-71126.

SPECIAL OFFER introducing new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
Song, 3544951 or 3624895.

Chain Saw
And
Lawgimower
Sales and Service

TRUCIrq--automatic, power
Eestside Small
steering and brakes,AM
Engine Repair
radio, two newll ply mud
Misinrey 94 fart
and snow tires on back.
753-0490
Less than 45,000 miles.
Zific
Excellent
condition
1978 United Feature Syr licate. Inc
inside and out. Runs
_
---perfect. 82350. Call. 436- MITCHELL_
BLACKTOPPING
5680.
46 Homes For Sale
41 Motorcycles
sealing, patching
striping. For free
1973
BY
HONDA 350 SL. Less 1964 TWO DOOR Buick
OWNER - 3
estimates call 753-1537.
than 1,000 miles. Call
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
Special. V-8, 250 h. p. No
436-2262 or 753-8078.
garage, central air and
power. 48,000 miles. One
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
BLOWN
owner, John •Ross, 753- INSULATION
48 Automotive Service
living room with full
IN by Sears save on
7720.
stoned wall fireplace.
these high heat and
TRUCK TIRE Sale Blown insulation.
cooling bills. Call Sears
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6 JUST RECEIVED 150
free
Fenced backyard. 16 x
for
753-2310
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85 salvage
trucks.
20 raised deck
estimates.
FET, 750x16", 8 ply, Everything must go.
.
Nooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET. Call West Side Auto
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
on 'Az an acre in LynnWallin
Hardware,
Parts, 502-684-2391 or
and thick .throseal to
wood Estates, 2 miles
Paris.
come to Highway 641
masonary walls. Free
Smith
of
Murray.
South, Taylor Motors
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Estimates. Call 753-6878
Possession in June. Call
Truck Yard.
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
,753-0717.
1970 DATSUN 510 wagon.
50 Campers
$650. Call 7534963.
CARPET CLEANING at
WHITES CAMPER
FOR SALE by owner,
reasonable rates.
1971
TOYOTA
Corona
4
extremely nice lake
SALES your starcraft
Prompt and efficient.
door,
automatic, air,
cottage. Two fireplaces,
dealer. You've got a
Custom Carpet Care,
radio,
clock.
Good
good thing going with
2 baths, full basement.
753-1335.
condition. $750. Call 767Two bedrooms upstairs,
Starcraft. Compete line
4420.
FENCE SALES at Sears
in
area
sleeping
travel trailers, pop ups,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
basement... Screened
parts and accessories.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
for free estimates for
deck and patio. Only
Toppers and
used
drive, automatic, power
your needs.
$31,500. Call 753-3943.
campers. East 94 High
steering and brakes.
way, 4 miles from
White spoke wheels. Call
Murray. Call 753-0605. GUTTERING BY SEARS
THREE BEDROOM, 2'2
435-4383.
Sears continuous gutter
bath, 2400 sq ft. new
Western Ky. Travel
installed per your
home with fireplace, 2
1975 0111S Starfire,
Trailer Sales and Serspecifications.
Call
car garage. Well inyellow with white invice, Route 68 and I-24,
Sears
753-2310
for
free
sulated. On 121 North.
terior, loaded. Excellent
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522estimates.
Low 40's Call 489-2749.
condition. Call 753-0605.
8507.
OWNER PAYS CLOSING
WATCH AND CLOCK
1978 BONNEVI,LLE, light
51. Services Offered
cost on this 4 bedroom, 2
repair. Call 759-1231,
blue with blue landau
bath home with den and
top.' Power steering PROFESSIONAL window
ALL TYPES backhoe and
cleaner. Private homes
fireplace. Many custom
and • brakes, tilt
septic tank work. Field
home
stores,
and
features including
steering wheel AMtile lines Installed, 28
repairs.
years
ex20
atrium and courtyard.
FM radio, 3,000 miles.
experience.
years
perience. Call 901-782Priced- mid 50's. Call
Just like new. Calt
through
Licensed
Health
5981.
753-6934 between 12 and
after 6 p.m. 901-642Department.
call
Rex
5 p.m.
7761.
Camp, 753-5933.
BACKHOE WORK,septic
47 Motorcycles
tank, gravel and dirt
VOLVO P1800 Sports car.
SEPTIC TANK PUMhauling. Call 753-5706 or
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
Air, 4 speed with
PING. Residential and
753-5808.
condition. $600. Call 753overdrive. Excellent
commercial. Rex Camp
0541.
condition. Call 436- SPRAY PAINTING of all
753-5933.
2550 evenings.
kinds. Metal goofs,
1974 SUZUKITM 400 trail
TREES Or
barns, farms and NEED
bike. Excellent con- 1971 FORD MAVERICK,
or
cut
shrubbery
homes. Call Ralph
dition. Less than 1,000
automatic, radio, low
Call George
trimmed?
436-2563.
Worley,
miles. $625. Call 753-0728
mileage, excellent
Landolt, 753-4707.
after 5 p.m.
condition. Call 753BEAUTIFY your home
7853.
with lightweight easy-to- MOBILE HOME AN1977 Y Z 80 excellent
CHORS, underpinning
Eldorado Stone.
install
condition also want to
1975 CHEVROLET C-20
carports and
awnings.
No costly footings or
buy dune buggy. Call
Suburban. Call 759roofs sealed. Call Jack
foundations.
100
percent
753-8490.
1184.
Glover 753-1873 after 5
fireproof
masonary
p.m. or weekends.
BSA CUSTOM CHOPloss
product.
than the
1977 DATSUN 280Z, 12,000
PER 650 engine. New
cost of natural stone. EXPERIENCED interior
miles. Excelent coninside and out. Built
Use for interior or exdition. $7000 Call 753and exterior painters.
and painted by Jim
terior.
An excellent do6343.
Call 759-1228..
DeFew. a rigid frame,
it-yourself project or we
Harley rearend, red
will install. Buy direct
1973 MERC1 RY Moncrushed velvet seat and
our factory.
from
tego, power air, AMlots of chrome. Ridden
FM stereo, geeds body
Timber-Lodge Stone and
less than 10 miles. Very
Fireplace, 706
N. I No job too small. Exwork, $1150. 1967 Chevy
cellent references.
reasonable must sell.
Market Street, Paris,
pickup rum, but motor
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
Tenn.
Phone
38242.
901needs work 8300. Call
759-4615
inquiries only.
642-1328,
753-2893 after 6 p.m.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

JANDR Pod antractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. .10 /rears ex.perience. C/311..,4.3§256.34
Rarph Worley.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
ANY
KIND
OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.

ROOFING

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
prompt
efficient service. No
job too small. Call
Ernest White, 7530605.

RENT RINSENVAC
No ether "thi-it-yomrsoff-,
method elves corrifitos...

Se
it
pliik portable powerboom doss all tbe work
icril
ean
Csrr2graiTand vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep
fa/NOMICAUTcleans the way
professionals do-at

a fraction of the cost'
YOU SAVE UP TO
K25.00 PER ROOM1

but fee miy 912.00 riwy
Oscar StareMet Mr Cirter 733-1541
wok

54. Free Column
FREE HEALTHY 6
months old kitten,
very playful. Call 7538761.
FREE LITTLE black
kitten. Very cute and,
playful. House trained.
Needs good home. Call
759-4860.
FREE KITTENS, 8
Good:
old.
weeks
mousers. Call 753-3293:
FREE KITTENS - grey
.0 and white, short haired,
good
mousers,
housebroken. Call 4365502,

Hornbook's Barber Shop
209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair c $150
Call 753-85. Agent for Hospital Supplies.

SUMMER JOBS
Ages 16 and up
Aquaboggan Interdational, a new waterslide
being constructedeon Highway 641 near Kentucky Dam,is now hiring personnel for the summer. Applications may be picked up at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce and
Marshall County Chamber of Commerce. Applicants must be at least 16 years of age. CornInleted applications should be returned no later
thaii-June I5,I9713, to

Aquaboggan International
PO Box 887
Murray, Ky. 42071

TODAY'S HOME IS TOMORROW'S INVESTMENT
tt
11106.2!
COUNTRY ESTATE
Just listed - an ideal home for the large family.
Five bedrooms, 2'12 baths, large family room
with built-in bookshelves, large recreation room
(24 x 14), fireplace in living room, abundant
storage areas, located 6vz miles from Murray,
additional acreage may be purchased. Priced in
the 50's.

Member
Multiple
Listing

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!

IT'S A BARGAIN!

,

Almost new four bedroom home with lovely Located on a quiet, tree shaded street is this 3
design and ideal location near schools on quiet bedroom brick ranch here just waiting for your
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on family. Fully carpeted throughout, home has
-today's market. Priced in the 30's Phone us living room, dining room. large den, abundant
storage, and central air Priced at only 631,900.
today for an appointment.

_

WINNING COMBINATION
A good home and a good price. Just listed very
attractive 2 bedroom home with kitchen, formal
dining room and living room with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with upstairs, 1 bedroom apartment. located in nice
neighborhood. Extra bonus: Assumable FHA
85496 loan. Priced at $35,000.

asm-mwmwwW11111111.19

NEW LISTING NEAR UNIVERSITY
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
baths,. living room, kitchen-dining room combination, utility room, or a two family house with
separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard,
plus an extra large garage and workshop or
storage building.

14 Hr.Piton ----.-----Ph. 753-1222
REALTOR'

Harry Patterson 492-8302. Bill Rayburn 759-4900- Geri Andersen 753-7932- George Goilailler 753-81 29 - Bill Kopperud 753-1222
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Leslie Countians Can't Wait
To Show Off For Visiting Nixon

I Deaths and Funerals]
Carlos A. Hicks Is
Dead At Age Of 70;
Funeral Thursday

Services Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. McSwain

HYDEN, Ky.(AP) — Many
Leslie countians can't wait to
show off for Richard Nixon
when he visits the county seat
next month. They claim the
former president could still
carry this rural county in an
election today.
Nixon is scheduled to visit
July 2 when the new
recreation center is dedicated
in his honor.
"Watergate never entered
our minds," said Republican
County Judge Executive C.
Allen Muncy."We're honoring
him for what he did, not what
they accused him of. We know
what he did, but we don't know
about Watergate and I don't
. really_eare much."

residents are County if he ran for President
County
came here tomorrow."
grateful to Nixon for in- in the morning," he said.
Not everyone feels that way.
stituting federal revenue
"Nixon didn't do anything "There's a lot against his
sharing, which tas resulted in wrong, or any wrong that
Annette
coming," said
the county receiving about matters to us. Nobody's Adams. "I think all the
$2.5 million since 1972, Muncy perfect. The Bible says, "He presidents
have got something
said.
who is without sin cast the to hide, and he just got
"He trusted us and gave us first stone."
caught."
money to attack and deal with
McKinley Morgan, one of
level,
local
problems
on
a
our
Influential
county the first Democrats ever
with no red tape," Muncy Democrats are also looking
elected to a Leslie County
said.
forward to Nixon's visit, one of office and now commonwealth
Part of the new recreation the few public appearances he
attorney, suggests that the
center was funded by revenue has made since resigning as
visit may help the town's
sharing, and the senior president in August 1974.
economy, but he also sees
citizens and day-care center
Former county chairman possible problems.
funds came from the Paul Hensley claims he was
"Where are we gonna park
Department of Housing and the first ,to speak in favor
of them?" he asked."I'd say this
Urban Development.
naming the recreation center town couldn't park 1,000 cars
"I could sleep while Nixon for
Nixon. ki
.ter Muncy — we'll have that many
was in the White House, but _suggested
newspaper people."
now we've—gel- ininieone Whir
"Locally, in this county, One solution he has thought
doesn't know what he's more people would
come to of is parMeg..arisitors at
doing," he said.
see President Nixon, than Ridgeside Strip mines and
The inquiries fallowing the would come to see Carter be
If
bush* them down to Nixon.
announcement that Nixon was
coming have made Muncy
slightly defensive.
"When Congress named
Cape Canaveral after John F.
Kennedy, nobody asked why,"
he said.
About 95 percent of the
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday Night
county's 13,600 residents
approve of the visit, Muncy
estimated.
"Nixon would carry Leslie
Featuring 2 Great Fish Dinners

The funeral for Mrs. L. E.
Carlos A. Hicks of 714 River
(Ruby> McSwain will be held
Road, Murray, died Monday
at 6.30 p.m at the W'estview Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Nursing Home. He was 70
years of age and was preceded Funeral •Home with the Rev.
in death by his wife, Mrs. Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
LeHie Edwards Hicks on Feb. officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
10, 1967.
Friends may call at the
Mr. Hicks was a member of
funeral
home.
a Baptist Church and a retired
Mrs. McSwain, age 76, a
automobile mechanic. Born
Dec. 30, 1907, in New Mexico, resident of -Story Avenue,
he was t& son of the late Mr. Murray, died Monday morning at the Jackson-Madison
and Mrs. Clabe Hicks.
County General Hospital,
Survivors include on e
daughter, Mrs. Paul I Alice Jackson, Tenn. Her husband,
Lieber E.McSwain,died Nov.
Tayel
Lord, - -Gillette;
Wyoming; one son , Sherrill 30, 1976. Born April 2, 1902, in
Henry County. Tenn., she was
_Hicks. Murray,. one sister,
the
daughter of the late Walter
NN. Harry Ardenia ) Sharp,
Federal State Market News -Servtee
Foster; three grandchildren. Gray Hooper and Lucretia
June 6 1978
Paschall
Hooper.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Larry Wyane Lord, Latricia
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Murray
The
woman
was
a
Gayle Lord, and Ginger
Receipts Act 254 Est 775 Barrow And
member of the First United
noes° cents to $1 001ugher Sowssteady
Leanne Hicks.
1'1fFY BAKER, left, eight year aid granddaughter of Mrs. $1
00 higher advance on sits. over 500 lbs
Methodist
Church,
former
a
The funeral will be held
Ruth Blackwood of Murray and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
us l-2 200430 Les. 150103010fen 50.75
member
of
Garden
the
149.50-30.00
Us
1-3 200-244 the.
Thursday at one p.m. at the
Ronald Baker of Nashville, Tenn., will appear in the ballet,
US 24 240-280 Lbs.
148.50-49.50
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Department of the Murray "Romeo and Juliet" produced by the San Francisco Ballet
US 34 380-2110 Lbs
147 5048-50
funeral Home with the Rev. Woman's Club, an officer of
Sows
Company, to be seen Wednesday, June 7, at eight p. m.
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